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Abstract 

 
This thesis describes a framework for modular development of diverse networked virtual 
environments. The framework supports flexible configuration from an XML document describing 
which components are loaded and their initial state. The main idea is to make it easy to develop new 
plug-ins and to integrate them in a virtual environment and to enable the reuse of plug-ins developed 
by other parts. The framework is currently used to create a virtual classroom and a number of plug-ins 
has been created for this purpose.  
 
The content of this paper mainly concern the questions; (1) is there an alternative to the monolithic 
development approach of distributed virtual environments (DVEs), (2) how easy and flexible is it 
possible to make a framework for modular development of DVEs and (3) will the modular 
development scheme work in practice. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In many learning situations comprehension is hampered by the lack of appropriate methods of 
mediation. The recent use of computer graphics and advanced visualization techniques in educational 
environments has opened up a whole new field of opportunities. Some of the problems and restrictions 
found in conventional education scenarios can now be seen from a different point of view and solved 
without the same restraints encountered in the physical world. Although the computer-aided approach 
may have difficulties in some areas to match the real thing, the benefits that can be gained in other 
areas are substantial. If successful, the result can prove to be a vital complement to the conventional 
educational methods. Some fields are especially well suited for this new approach. Complex 
mathematics, archaeology and medicine are some of the areas that potentially can benefit from being 
visualized and simulated in a VR world. 
 
Although the concept of distributed virtual environments (DVEs) and virtual classrooms has been 
around for a while, the development of complex DVEs are often very time consuming. Existing DVEs 
are often written as monolithic applications were the possibility to enhance the functionality is often 
very limited. DVEs have the property of often having the same basic functionality; a camera metaphor, 
a static world, interactable 3D objects placed in this world, etc. Even so, many of the things already 
implemented in older projects often need to be rewritten in order to work in a newly developed DVE. 
A new approach for developing complex 3D environments is needed that takes advantage of this 
property. We want to be able to reuse components previously implemented and avoid reinventing the 
wheel for each new DVE developed. 
 
In this Master’s Thesis I will present the framework I have developed for building distributed virtual 
environments. It is based on a modular development process where each module, or plug-in, can be 
developed as a stand-alone project and used together with other plug-ins in a VR environment. The 
concept is to allow programmers to develop their own plug-in when new functionality needs to be 
added. When following the framework model the plug-ins are able to communicate and interact with 
the users and other plug-ins in a simple and intuitive way. To simplify the configuration of a virtual 
environment the framework’s main module is configured from a simple script file written in XML. 
This file defines which modules that are loaded and the initial state of each one of them. The virtual 
environment that a configuration file generates when parsed by the VASE main module is called a 
world. It is possible for the users to jump between worlds and the components existing in the new 
world will then be loaded and initialised as described by its script file. The possibility exists for a plug-
in to invoke a world change at runtime by e.g. the press of a button, and thus enabling us to jump back 
and forth between different worlds. 
 
The content of this thesis mainly concern the questions (1) if there is an alternative to the monolithic 
development approach of DVEs, (2) how easy and flexible can a framework for modular development 
of DVEs be made and (3) will the modular development scheme work in practice. 
 
I will also present an implementation of a virtual educational environment called Visualization and 
Simulation Environment (VASE) based on the framework model. Some basic plug-ins have been 
developed for testing the framework design and for adding functionality to the virtual classroom. In the 
world built by these plug-ins, the user is able to interact with different objects and other plug-ins. 
Examples of developed plug-ins are the environment plug-in representing the static or passive world 
the user is moving around in, and the avatar plug-in controlling the client’s movement and object-
interaction in the world. The appearance of the user’s virtual ego, the avatar model, is also defined in 
this plug-in. Some basic plug-ins for educational purposes have also been developed such as the slide 
show plug-in representing an image viewer where bitmap images can be shown, e.g. lecture notes. In 
the future, experiment and simulation plug-ins may also be developed and put into the virtual 
classroom. The goal is for students to be able to gather in the virtual classroom over the Internet and 
follow the course given as good as if they actually were there in the flesh. 
 

1.1 Description of the problem 
Virtual educational environments and other VR projects have previously been developed at Uppsala 
University. Even though they were all completely different applications many of them shared some 
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basic properties and functionality, such as a state sharing repository, client avatar representation, 
collision detection and diverse 3D objects. Still, they were all monolithic applications. This lead to a 
fairly inefficient development process, were all of the common components had to be developed 
multiple times. Even though some of the code could be reused from earlier projects each new project 
basically had to be rewritten from scratch. Also, to produce a working implementation of an interesting 
experiment as part of a VR environment requires some fairly advanced programming skills. So the 
possibility to create your own custom designed VR world was previously only privileged a few. 
 
The VASE framework design might not bring the possibility to develop your own VR world to the 
great masses, but the total amount of presumptive developers and users will definitely increase. The 
two big problems with the current situation is the amount of time it takes to develop a VR environment 
and the competence that is required for the job. The idea is to develop a flexible framework for 
building VR environments helping the programmer to build complex 3D-worlds faster and easier than 
the monolithic approach. Also the possibility should exist to add new functionality if needed or to take 
advantage of other peoples work. The framework should be component based in some way so that 
different objects in the VR environment can be developed and debugged in parallel and later on put 
together to form a package of components that can be used by the environment designer. A parallel 
development process will give a substantial speed up and reduce the total development cost. The 
possibility to develop one component at a time and debug it thoroughly before you integrate it into the 
rest of the application gives a much more effective development process, were the testing phase can be 
shortened due to the fact that there are fewer bugs in the application. 
 
A very important property of the framework, that must be considered, is the degree of freedom that is 
possible to provide to the programmer, and how flexible this framework can be made. New 
components should be able to be developed later on and used together with the existing components. 
Due to the diversity of applications that the VASE framework can be used in, and since there is no way 
to tell what functionality that is to be supported by future components, it is important not to hamper the 
developer of a component in any way. Otherwise the framework will be a restriction instead of a 
support. A mechanism for communication between components must also be implemented together 
with support for network communication and shared states.  Some kind of meta-language script is 
required to configure the environment and to load and initialise components. The script must define 
which components that should exist in the world together with their initial state. It must also be simple 
and intuitive to use and configure. An end user that only wants to use the pre-made components should 
be able to build his own VR environment in an easy and intuitive way by only editing the VASE 
configuration file. 
 

1.2 Previous work 
The existing distributed interactive real-time applications that have been developed over the past 
twenty years can be divided into three subsections: (1) military simulations, (2) distributed virtual 
environments (DVEs) and (3) multiplayer computer games (MCGs). The focus of scientific research 
has shifted over the years from the military simulations (1980s) through DVEs (1990s) currently to 
MCGs. Moreover, the entertainment industry is investing seriously on MCGs, mobile gaming and 
online gaming and the gaming industry has nowadays outgrown the movie industry. Figure 1.1 
(derived from [9]) shows the history of different distributed virtual environments. 
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Figure 1.1: This diagram shows when the previously developed distributed interactive real-time simulations were introduced. 
Derived from  [9]. 
 

1.2.1 SIMNET 
In the beginning of the 1980s the United States Department of Defence developed a protocol for real-
time interactive battle simulations called SIMNET [13]. While many simulators existed to train 
individual soldiers (e.g. tank- and flight simulators) there were few facilities for the collective training 
of crews, platoons or companies. SIMNET aimed at providing functional fidelity rather than accurate 
physical reproduction. The networking scheme utilizes no central server, but is instead based on a 
distributed architecture. Each host maintains its own world in a replicated database containing 
information about the terrain, models etc. This allows participants to join and leave the virtual 
environment at any time. Objects interact by broadcasting events to the network, and the receiver is 
then responsible for calculating the effects. Between the updates the object’s position is extrapolated 
using dead-reckoning. The replicated database leads to small message sizes. However, once the 
simulation begins, each host maintains its own database without making any effort at guaranteeing 
consistency. 
 

1.2.2 DIS 
Distributed interactive simulation (DIS) [10, 13] attempts to formally generalize and extend the 
SIMNET protocol. The purpose was to define an infrastructure for linking different simulators at 
multiple locations together to create realistic, complex, virtual worlds where highly interactive 
simulations could take place. DIS allows any type of player or any type of machine to participate in the 
simulation and different kind of vehicles can be modelled. Consequently, it is used in many specialised 
systems such as NPSNET-IV. It needs to be considered that the DIS architecture has a limited ability 
to support real-time, simulated engagements of more than 1000 entities. 
 

1.2.3 NPSNET-IV 
NPSNET-IV [9, 13] is a 3D virtual environment designed to be suitable for multi-player participation 
over the Internet. The motivation was to expand the capabilities of simulations and virtual 
environments to serve medium or large numbers (i.e. more than 1000) of simultaneous user. In 
contrast, the VASE framework is designed with the possibility to implement massive functionality and, 
the reusability of already developed components as main goals. The networking properties have almost 
not been considered at all. NPSNET-IV was developed to run on commercial, off-the-shelf, Silicon 
Graphics workstations and uses SIMNET databases. It was the first 3D virtual environment allowing 
participants to communicate with other players using both IP multicast network protocol and the IEEE 
1278 DIS application protocol. Their main concern is the position update of battlefield units, and 
similar to SIMNET the dead-reckoning algorithm is used for obtaining the position of the objects in the 
VE. 
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1.2.4 DIVE 
Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE) [11, 13] was developed by the Swedish Institute 
of Computer Science and uses a replicated world database and peer-to-peer communication. Unlike 
SIMNET the entire database is dynamic and uses reliable multicast protocols to actively replicate new 
objects. When an object is updated it is done in the local replica and a message is sent to all peers to 
update their own replica accordingly. This subjects the replicated objects to inconsistencies due to 
network delays. It is compensated by using dead-reckoning for object position extrapolation and by 
periodically sending synchronisation information. 
 

1.2.5 High Level Architecture (HLA) 
The High Level Architecture (HLA) [13] was developed by the Defence Modelling and Simulation 
Office (DMSO) to support interoperability between simulations purchased from different vendors. The 
current military research is based on HLA, but while the DIS protocol is closely linked to military 
simulations HLA supports all kinds of simulators – even non-military ones – and is targeted towards 
new simulation developments. HLA was issued as IEEE standard 1516 in 2000. 
 

1.2.6 Active Worlds 
The Active Worlds project started in 1999 as a research project and has developed into commercial 
product owned by Activeworlds Inc. The idea is to provide the users with the possibility to build their 
own worlds. A vast array of avatar models exist to choose from and you can choose the one that fits 
your personality, or your perceived personality, the most. In this virtual world it is possible to do 
almost anything that you can do in the real world. You can play games, travel, shop, chat and make 
friends. You can even stake claim to a piece of land of your own and build your virtual house there. 
You can look at Active Worlds as a three dimensional version of the Internet, were each world is an 
Internet page, or you can see it as a replication of our real world in a browser, were you can be 
someone else for a while.  
 
There exists an Active Worlds software developer’s kit (SDK) that provides programmers with an easy 
way of developing applications that function within the Active Worlds virtual environment. This is 
mostly intended to be used to make computer controlled avatars, also called bots, which are 
programmed to perform some simple task. 
 

1.2.7 Comparison with the VASE framework 
The modular approach provides the user with the possibility to create custom made plug-ins for the 
VASE framework. There are no restrictions to what plug-in you can develop. The flexibility and 
diversity provided can not be found in any of the previous developed distributed interactive real-time 
applications. Two completely different virtual environments can be assembled by just choosing which 
plug-ins you want to be loaded in respective configuration file. The VASE framework has no 
prerequisites on what kind of environment you can develop. 
 

1.3 The plug-in approach 
The modular approach for application development is becoming more and more popular. Different 
groups or individuals can develop different modules at different times where each module is a 
standalone program. The modules are debugged, tested and optimised separately making the 
development process easy and reliable, reducing the total amount of bugs found in the final product. A 
popular way of developing such an application under Windows is to use dynamic linked libraries 
(DLLs). Each module is written as a dynamic linked library and at release time they are put together 
creating the complete application.  
 
This is the way the components in the VASE framework are designed. Each component is written as a 
DLL and can be added to the existing components. Loading new components to the project will 
dynamically increase the functionality of the framework. It is like new functionality is plugged into the 
VASE architecture when a new component is added. Therefore we call such a component for a VASE 
plug-in (VPI). 
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There are several advantages with using DLL’s. First of all, we get the ability to share code in our 
application making the total code size small. Also, when loading the DLL’s dynamically we will get 
efficient use of system resources, since the DLLs will only be loaded into memory the first time they 
are used. Once a DLL is loaded into memory any further reference to it will be linked to the one that 
resides in memory. This will reduce the size of our application. One disadvantage with the DLL 
approach is that classes and DLLs don’t get along that well. This problem is described in section 2.1, 
but as long as we stick to the same compiler there’s no real threat to the DLL approach. Another 
disadvantage is that with using DLLs we’ve implicitly decided to only provide support for Windows 
systems, which makes the porting to other platforms a little harder.  
 
The plug-in approach is based on the above described modular approach. Each plug-in is a module 
with some basic common structure enabling it to communicate and function with other plug-ins. Using 
this approach the functionality of our application can be extended without having to reinstall or rebuild 
the entire application. The main reasons for implementing VASE using the plug-in concept is to make 
it user-friendlier and more dynamic. The user should be able to configure VASE using a meta-
language script (XML [4]) defined in such a way that it is intuitive and simple to use and understand. 
On top of the script a graphical editor can be built making the process of configuring VASE even 
easier and more user friendly, enabling users with virtually no programming experience to create good-
looking and complex 3D-scenes. 
 
With the plug-in approach different scenarios and experiments can be created fast and easy. New plug-
ins can be created when needed as standalone modules and integrated into VASE by just editing the 
configuration file without having to recompile the whole project. None of this was possible in previous 
DVEs developed at the department of human-computer interaction at Uppsala University where each 
experiment was a monolithic application. Now each experiment can be implemented as a plug-in that 
is loaded and initialised at runtime. With the plug-in approach it is also possible to switch between 
different experiments without having to restart the application. This makes it possible with a scenario 
with a configuration file describing a hallway, with one door for each experiment. When entering one 
of the doors the configuration file associated with that door is loaded and we can interact with that 
world and the experiment shown there. When jumping back to the hallway world we can choose 
another door and enter a completely different experiment. If we want to add a new experiment to our 
virtual environment we just have to create a new plug-in describing the experiment, and create a new 
configuration file using the new experiment plug-in. Then the configuration file for the hallway world 
is edited, so that a new door is associated with the new configuration file. 
 

1.4 The relationship between VASE, VRT and Streep 
Some previously developed toolkits have been used to speed up and simplify the development process 
of VASE. For easy and fast development of advanced 3D-graphics a toolkit called VRT [1], virtual 
reality toolkit, is used. Network communication and the implementation of a shared state repository are 
handled by a toolkit called Streep [2]. Both of these toolkits are integrated in the framework 
implementation and are therefore not optional. The network handling toolkit is implemented 
transparent to the user, so the programmer requires no knowledge about it. VRT on the other hand 
should be used in the components when handling graphics and some knowledge about it is a 
prerequisite. Both of the toolkits are described in more detail below. 

1.4.1 What is VRT? 
The Virtual Reality Toolkit (VRT) is a toolkit for handling advanced 3D-graphics. The development 
was initiated at Uppsala University in 1997 and has since then undergone continuous improvements. It 
is built on top of OpenGL and uses a number of entities to abstract the properties of a 3D-environment. 
When using the VRT toolkit entities are created and modified to generate a graphical environment. The 
two most basic entities in VRT are the geometries and the nodes. 
 
Geometries contain graphical representation of objects. As common in computer graphics, those 
objects are defined by a set of vertices and polygons, which are defined by their corresponding edges. 
There are many functions available in VRT for manipulating the colour, texture and other attributes of 
geometries. 
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The nodes are abstract entities, which are used to define hierarchical relations and to build up relation 
graphs. There is always one node defined in VRT, the root node, which is an empty node. Nodes may 
have several child-nodes but only one parent node. Every node carries its local transformation matrix 
with it, which describes the spatial position and orientation of a node with regard to its parent node. 
Nodes may also be associated with a geometry representing some kind of 3D-shape. 
 
There exist other entities in VRT beside these two (such as polygons, textures …) but it is out of the 
scope of this paper to describe them and other details about VRT. For the more interested reader there 
exist other articles and papers describing VRT in more detail [1]. 
 
With these two basic VRT entities any 3D-scene can be composed of many different geometries whose 
spatial relationship can be expressed by modelling a corresponding scene-graph where the nodes 
contain geometries and the spatial relationship to other nodes. New nodes can be added and existing 
nodes can be modified or deleted. This makes it easy for the programmer to build complex 3D-scenes 
in a short period of time. Building a scene in VRT means to create nodes, hook them up upon the root 
node or another node and to create the geometries to be associated with the nodes. Figure 1.2 shows 
what the VRT scene-graph would look like if a simple car model was designed as a box with cylinders 
for wheels and axels. By moving the nodes in relation to each other the parts are placed at the positions 
expected on a car. 
 

Figure 1.2: The VRT scene-graph structure of a simple car model. The spatial relationship between the nodes and the geometries 
associated to them defines the appearance of the car model. From [1]. 
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1.4.2 VRT as a dynamic linked library 
During the development of VASE some minor alteration to the VRT toolkit was made. The original 
version was written in C and compiled as a library file. When using the toolkit in a new project the 
library file was statically linked to the project and compiled into the executable. Since the idea with the 
framework was to get away from the monolithic applications previously developed and instead have 
some kind of component based approach the use of a library file was not optimal. When using the old 
version of VRT in the framework components it would have to be statically linked into them. This 
means that we will get a new replication of the whole VRT toolkit in each component, which would be 
a big waste of system resources. A new approach is needed to solve this problem.  
 
Therefore there exists two versions of VRT today - the original, statically linked version where VRT is 
created as a library file and the version where VRT is implemented as a dynamic linked library. The 
static version is linked into the executable at compilation time and the DLL version can be linked into 
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the application at run-time or at compilation time. The current implementation of VASE uses the 
dynamic linked version where VRT is linked into the application at run-time. The reason for this is 
explained below.  
 
Since the plug-in approach of VASE is based on dynamic linked libraries the system resource usage is 
not as straight forward as with a statically linked application. Each DLL has its own memory allocation 
heap and if we would use VRT as a static library we would need to link VRT into each DLL that wants 
to use it. This would lead to each DLL having its own set of VRT global variables and VRT states. 
Memory allocation problems would also arise. Unless the same DLL that allocates memory also 
deallocates it, the compiler will complain. If VRT was used as a static library the code would be 
replicated in memory by each plug-in. If dynamic linking was used this would automatically be solved 
by the operative system. Only the first plug-in to load the VRT DLL would actually put it into the 
system memory. The following plug-ins that want to load the DLL will only get a reference to the 
previous loaded instance. To be precise, the way the framework is implemented the plug-ins never 
have to load the VRT DLL. It is actually the VASE main module that loads the VRT DLL and when 
the plug-ins are initialised a reference to the VRT API is provided. Therefore it will only reside one 
time in memory and we will have no waste of system resources. Due to all of this, the natural choice is 
to use the VRT DLL instead of a statically linked library. Figure 1.3 shows the relationship between 
the VASE plug-ins, the VASE main module and VRT. 
 
 

 

VRT instance Scenegraph 

VASE main module 

VRT instance SimulationLoop

VPI 
 

vrt pointer 

Render 
Scenegraph 

VPI 
 

vrt pointer 

VPI 
 

vrt pointer 

Callback 

Figure 1.3: The relationship between VRT and the VASE framework. A VRT instance is created by the VASE main module using 
VRT.dll. Each plug-in contains a pointer to this instance enabling them to add and manipulate objects in the VRT scene graph. 

 

1.4.3 What is Streep? 
Streep [2] was developed at Uppsala and has been used in several projects at Uppsala University. It is a 
toolkit for handling network communication and implements a distributed shared memory. Many such 
systems are developed intended to be used in parallel computing and hence are designed with 
robustness as an important goal. Therefore they use secure communication and other things that 
impose a large degree of overhead. This makes them less well suited for highly responsive, interactive 
applications such as the VASE project. Streep implements a shared memory system more suited for 
these kinds of applications and is designed for speed rather than security. 
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The VASE framework uses Streep as a state sharing repository in order to add network support in a 
fast and simple way. Streep is both used for implementing the network message passing mechanism 
and the support for shared states in the VASE plug-ins. 
 

1.5 VASE main module 
The VASE main module, VMM, is the main building block for the VASE framework. It implements 
all the functions found in the executable, vase.exe. The main module also handles the start up process, 
i.e. the initialisation of the application and the creation and initialisation of the VASE plug-in 
instances. When the whole application is up and running with a number of created VPI instances the 
main module takes care of the communication process. The communication consists of both the 
communication between the plug-ins, locally and over the network, and the communication between 
the user and the plug-ins, i.e. the user interaction. These processes are described in more detail in 
chapter 3. In order for the VASE plug-in to be able to share data the VMM implements a shared state 
repository. It is implemented by using the Streep toolkit, which also is used for the network 
communication. 
 
The following list concludes the functionality that the VASE main module provides. It has four main 
tasks:  
• To parse the configuration file (XML) and create new plug-in instances. 
• Handle message passing between plug-ins both locally and over the network. 
• Handle user input and distribute it to the plug-ins 
• Handle shared data. Implements a shared state repository using Streep. 
 

1.5.1 Command line parsing 
Each win32 application gets the command line from a LPSTR data type in the main function. LPSTR is 
a 32-bit pointer to a character string that is portable for Unicode and DBCS. The VASE main module 
function ParseArguments() implements the parsing of this string. A correct VASE command line must 
contain a valid name of a VASE configuration file (*.vas) and can contain overriding arguments for 
parts of the configuration file. An overriding argument is a three dimensional tuple consisting of name, 
element and data. The first element in this tuple is the instance name of the VPI that contains the entry 
that should be changed. The second element is the XML element name that should be searched for and 
overridden. The last element in the tuple is the new data value associated with that XML element. 
Example: "client size 2.0" will search for a plug-in instance called "client" and the element "size" and 
override whatever value that was declared in the configuration file with the new value "2.0". 
 
Multiple overriding tuples are allowed on the command line. The overriding tuples are put into an 
override list and when the configuration file is parsed this list is checked in case the current part of the 
file should be overridden. The parser ignores the parts of the configuration file that are overridden and 
the values given from the command line is used instead. If the whole configuration file has been parsed 
and there are still unused tuples in the override list these are added to the parsed parameters. This 
means that you cannot only override existing tuples but you can also add new parameters in the 
parameter array without having to edit the configuration file. 
 
In order to be able to make a correct parsing of the command line a character separating the filename 
and the overriding arguments is needed. The best solution would be if we could find a character that 
cannot be part of the filename that still feels natural to use. Filenames in Windows cannot contain the 
following characters: “/ \ : * ? “ < > |” and any one of these can be chosen to be the separator. Initially 
it was done this way and the ‘\’ character was selected. During the development and debugging of the 
VASE framework this did not feel like the natural solution. Therefore the more commonly used 
character ‘-‘ was added to the separators. The disadvantage with this solution is that we potentially 
have a problem with VASE configuration files that has this character anywhere in the path or filename. 
If that would be the case the user will get an error message that the configuration file could not be 
opened since the filename and path provided to the XML parser will not be the correct one. To solve 
this problem the configuration filename must be changed to one that is compatible with the VASE 
framework. 
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Command line syntax: 
vase.exe filename.vas –<VPI instance> <XML element> <data> 
 

ith the overriding feature it is possible to change anything you want in the configuration file from the 
ommand line. Although this isn’t really useful at the initial start up of the VASE application it can be 
sed when clients jump between worlds, as described in section 2.4.3. At a world change in VASE a 
ew command line argument is given to the Restart() function. This argument is parsed in the same 
ay as the initial command line string and can contain overriding information just as described above. 
his enables for example the user to change the starting location of the avatar from time to time, 
epending on what world he previously was in. Returning to the hallway metaphor, the avatar can 
eturn to the same doorway as he went into when returning from a room, even though the configuration 
ile for the hallway world is exactly the same. In other words, the configuration file can be customized 
t run-time depending on how the user interacts with the VASE application. 

.5.2 The VASE configuration file 
e want some kind of meta language script for describing the properties of a VASE application, but 

here are many ways to do this. The simplest would be if we just defined the configuration file to be a 
ext document. A set of rules could be defined and a parser implemented in the VASE main module. 
he benefit of this approach is that the context of the file would be only the necessary data, and thus 
enerating a small file size. A big disadvantage is that the set of rules we define can very easily, and 
ven probably, lead to a restriction in what kind data we can provide to the application. 

or example, assume that we want to store the data about a name. We might set up the rules that the 
irst name starts at the beginning of the file, and the last name starts after the first space. 

 Björn Andersson 

here’s no problem to parse this text, unless we happened to accidentally put an extra space between 
he words or want to add a middle name. Okay, then we modify our rules so that the middle name 
egins after the first occurrence of a space or consecutive spaces and the last name begins after the 
ext section of spaces. But what if there are names without a middle name or even worse with two 
iddle names like: 

 Björn Mikael Markus Andersson 

he rules are quickly getting more complex even though this is a small and simple example. While a 
uman might be able to immediately tell that the two middle words compose the middle name, it is 
ore complicated to program this logic in a computer. To simplify the parsing we could restrict the set 

f rules to a subset of the preferable ones and define that a name can only contain one middle name. 
ut it is exactly these kinds of restrictions we don’t want to have in our flexible and dynamic 

ramework. 

hen new plug-ins are developed for the VASE framework it is likely that the rules need to be 
hanged in order for us to provide them with the initial information required. This would lead to a need 
or the framework to constantly update the set of rules to support the new plug-ins. A programmer 
ould have to have full knowledge about the VASE framework and be able to modify it in parallel to 

he plug-in development. Another disadvantage is that the text files probably will be very cryptic and 
ard to understand for someone else than the author of the text, since they only contain the raw data. 
his will especially be true when the file grows in size. 

sing XML 
he pure text oriented approach is therefore not suitable for the VASE framework. There’s a need for 

he set of rules to be more flexible and defined by the developer of a plug-in. The XML oriented 
pproach is therefore much more suited for the needs in the framework model. There are several 
dvantages with this approach and only one real disadvantage – the file size. XML is a data description 
anguage were the data is encapsulated by elements such as <element name> and </element name>. 
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Therefore the file size grows fairly quickly in size as the amount of data grows. Though this is not all 
bad. Due to this property of the XML structure the configuration file becomes self-describing. This is 
of course only true if the author of the file has come up with good element names that actually describe 
the data. If someone who has never heard of the VASE framework looks at the configuration file he 
can still get a fairly good idea about what actually will happen if this file is provided to a VR 
application. 
 
There are several other advantages with using XML for the configuration file. Since it is a standard 
language for describing data the configuration file can easily be ported to other applications. This will 
most likely never be used in the VASE project since the configuration file is still very specialised. 
XML files are also easy to parse and there is even no need to write your own parser. Several open 
source parsers exist on the Web that easily can be integrated into own program-code.  
 
Conclusion - pros and cons for respective method: 
Text document 
+ Small file size 
- Not flexible 
- Possible rebuilding of the VASE main module needed when new plug-ins are added 
- Hard to understand 
- Need to build your own parser 
 
XML 
- Large files 
+ Flexible 
+ Self describing 
+ Portable 
+ Easy to parse. Can use open source parsers. 
 
The configuration files in VASE are written in XML since this was an easy to implement and well-
suited approach for the VASE framework. For a new plug-in programmer the structure of the 
configuration file is easy to learn and comprehend. For the parsing the open source parser Expat [7] is 
used. The virtual environment that a configuration file generates when parsed by the VASE framework 
is called a world. 
 

1.5.3 Local messages handled by the VASE main module 
The main module handles a couple of local messages that the plug-ins can send. This enables the plug-
ins to explicitly affect the behaviour of the VASE main module. The messages handled by the VMM 
are listed below. 
 

“restart” • 

• 

• 

This message is called in order to explicitly tell the VMM to close all the previously loaded 
plug-ins and to parse a new configuration file. The new command line is provided in the 
message data. If the file doesn’t exist the VMM will do nothing. This message can be used 
instead of calling Restart() directly. 
 
“updatepointingray” 
By sending this message the current state of the pointing tool in the VMM can be changed. It 
is only used by the avatar plug-in making sure that the state of the pointing tool (on or off) is 
the same in the VMM and the avatar. The value provided with the message data is the new 
state of the pointing tool. 
 
“setpointerstate” 
This is actually a vpiAvatar message, but it can be sent to the VMM as well. If this message is 
sent to “vase” it will directly be forwarded to the avatar plug-in. Any plug-in can send this 
message and it enables them to explicitly turn the pointing tool of the avatar on or off. Note 
that the pointing tool is still active and only made invisible. The message data can be either 
VM_ON or VM_OFF. 
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“requestfocus” • 
By sending this message the caller explicitly demands that the VMM shall give it focus. If 
another VPI already has focus it will lose focus. If the caller already has focus there will be no 
call to its Focus() method. 
 

• “releasefocus” 
By sending this message the caller explicitly demands that it should lose focus. If the caller 
doesn’t have focus the message will be ignored. 

 

1.6 XML parsing in the VASE framework 
The VASE framework is configured from an XML-file with the extension ‘.vas’.  This file describes 
the spatial relationship and initial state of every plug-in instance existing in the virtual environment. 
The VASE main module will parse this file by using the open source XML parser Expat [7]. One plug-

in at a time is parsed and the attributes and parameters found for 
that plug-in are stored in the ParseStateInfo struct. This struct 
holds, among other things, information about the type of the plug-
in, i.e. the name of the plug-in DLL, the instance name for that 
VPI, a parameter list containing the initial state of the VPI and the 
state of the XML parser. When the end element for the component 
(</component>) is found in the configuration file all the 
information needed to create the plug-in instance has been parsed 
and the plug-in DLL can be loaded and the VPI instance created. 
To provide the VPI with its initial state the parameter list params 
in the ParseStateInfo struct is passed to the plug-in’s Init() 
method. 

 
The ParseStateInfo struct
typedef struct 
{ 
  char *name; 
  char *type;   
  char *params[256]; 
  int paramcount; 
  int state;            
  XML_Parser parser; 
  char *taglist[1024];   
  int tagid[1024];       
  int ntags;             
  int latestindex;     
} ParseStateInfo; 
 
 
When the whole configuration file has been parsed the DLLs corresponding to each plug-in type 
declared in the file have been loaded into system memory and a number of instances of these plug-ins 
have been created and initialised. One plug-in DLL will only reside in memory once. When several 
instances of the same plug-in are created they will all refer to the same DLL. Information about the 
created VPI instance is stored by the VMM in a plug-in list. This list is implemented as an array of the 
struct vpiClassInstance.  
 

 

The vpiClassInstance struct 
typedef struct 
{ 
  vpiClass *vpi; 
  VpiInfo info; 
  VRT_Node *root; 
  HINSTANCE library; 
  void *subscriptionlist[1024]; 
  int nsubscriptions; 
} vpiClassInstance; 

The vpiInfo struct 
typedef struct 
{ 
  char *name; 
  char *ty e; p
} vpiInfo; 

 
The vpiClassInstance struct holds the following information about each VPI instance. 

• vpi - A pointer to the plug-in class instance created when we called on LoadComponent. 
• info - The instance name and type given by the writer of the vas-file stored in a VpiInfo struct.  
• root - The struct also contains a pointer to the VRT node representing the root node for that 

plug-in instance. 
• library - A handle to the loaded plug-in DLL, so that we can resolve the address to the 

UnLoadComponent function. 
• subscriptionlist - An array of the shared state subscriptions a plug-in has. 
• nsubscriptions - The number of pointers stored in the subscriptionlist. 
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The initial state of each plug-in is stored in a parameter list that is passed to the Init() method of that 
VPI. How this data should be represented in order for the VPI to retrieve it in a simple way? There are 
several ways to do this. Since the file is written in XML the initial data could be passed to the plug-in 
just as it is, in the XML format. The plug-ins would then have to implement their own XML parser, but 
on the other hand they would have complete control over the initial data. Exactly what was written in 
the configuration file would be passed to the initialisation method of the VPIs. The plug-in 
programmer could then do whatever he wanted with this information. But to force every VPI to 
implement an XML parser isn’t an optimal solution, and certainly not something we want in our 
framework design. This would make it more difficult to develop your own plug-in and lead to a lot of 
duplication of code already implemented elsewhere. There is already an XML parser implemented in 
the VMM, so it would be much more efficient to let the whole parsing of the configuration file be 
performed here. 
 
If the initial data is not represented in the XML format we need another way to do this. The way it is 
done in the current implementation of the VASE framework is in the form of an array of strings. The 
data is grouped together two and two consisting of the XML element name or attribute name followed 
by the data string. This simple approach puts a restriction on what kind of data we can attain from the 
XML structure. By using this representation we have implicitly defined that an XML element can only 
contain one data entry and that it should be a string, although this is not the case with XML elements. 
An XML document describes the data in more detail and in a hierarchical way that we need to handle. 
To overcome this problem it is not enough to only store the element name followed by the data. The 
elements or attributes that have some kind of relationship must be tagged in order for the parser of the 
parameter array to know this. The VASE framework does this by adding an integer to the end of the 
element or attribute name. This tag enables the VPIs to get relationship data out of the provided array 
of strings. When the end element for the component is found the null character is stored at the end of 
the parameter array indicating that no more elements were found. Figure 1.4 exemplifies how this 
array of strings is built when parsing a small configuration file. 
  

1.6.1 The XML structure in the configuration file 
The developer of a plug-in defines the elements that can be used for each VPI (see Appendix B). There 
are two basic XML elements that builds the configuration file, <vase> and <component>. The 
<vase> element is the main element surrounding the rest of the file. This element can contain a 
<connection> element and number of <component> elements. To control which Streep server we 
want to connect to the <connection> element can be used. This can be used to define what IP address 
and port that should be searched first for a shared state repository server. These are defined in the 
attributes IP and port. If a server isn’t found at the provided address the LAN will be searched for a 
server. If no server is present on the LAN a new repository server will be created. If the connection 
element is used it must be declared before any <component> is declared otherwise it will be ignored 
and the LAN will be searched for a shared state repository server. 
 
Every component has two attributes, type and name. The attribute type corresponds to the name of the 
DLL containing the implementation (e.g. vpiAvatar.dll, vpiEnvironment.dll) and the attribute name is 
the instance name used to identify the component. Depending on the type of the plug-in different 
elements are defined. Although it is possible to use whatever elements you like in the VASE 
configuration file it is only the defined elements that actually have some effect on the initial state of a 
VPI. It is the developer of the plug-in that decides what parameters are searched for in the parameter 
list provided at initialisation. 
 
There are two ways provided to write the XML elements in your configuration file.  You can either 
provide an element with one string of data like this: 
 

<element>Data string</element>  
 
or you can add a number of attributes to an element where each attribute can contain a string of data 
like this. 
 

<element data=”Another data string”></element> 
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Several attributes can be added to the same element. Observe that you cannot mix these two methods 
since the parsed file will then generate the wrong parameter array for the VPI. If the attribute oriented 
method is used the element names should be ignored when searching in the parameter list. The 
attribute name will then be the key to search for. 
 
The generated parameter array when parsing the first example element will look like follows. Notice 
the integer tag added to the element name. 
 
 ”\0” “Data string” ”element1” 

 
 
If we would parse both examples after each other it would generate the following array. Again notice 
how the integer tag group the elements together. 
 

 
”data2” ”element2”“Data string” ”\0” “Another data string” ”element1” 

Notice that in the second example the element name will not be associated with any data string. The 
data is instead associated with the attribute ‘data’ in that element. 
 
Figure 1.4 exemplifies how the parameter list is constructed when the first component in the example 
configuration file has been parsed. 
 

 

Example of a VASE configuration file (*.vas) 
<vase> 
  <component type="vpiEnvironment" name="env"> 
    <object>classroom.obj</object> 
  
    <object>lamp.obj 
      <flags>flip reverse normalize</flags> 
      <scale>.3 .3 .3</scale> 
      <translate>-1.1 1.2 -1.2</translate> 
    </object>     
  </component> 
 
  <component type="vpiAvatar" name="client"> 
    <start>0 0.8 1.9</start> 
  </component> 
</vase>  

The params array 
 
params[0]=”object1” 
params[1] “classroom.obj” 
params[2]=”object2” 
params[3] “lamp.obj” 
params[4]=”flags2” 
params[5] “flip reverse normalize” 
params[6]=”scale2” 
params[7] “.3 .3 .3” 
params[8]=”translate2” 
params[9] “-1.1 1.2 –1.2” 
params[10] “” 

Figure 1.4: The value of the ‘params’ array after parsing the first component in the example configuration file. 
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2 The VASE plug-in 
 

This chapter describes how the VASE plug-ins are designed and the framework they must follow in 
order to work together. A complete description of the VASE plug-in API is also presented together 
with some important things a VPI programmer should think of and possible restrictions with the 
framework model that may inhibit the developer. It is recommended for presumptive VPI programmers 
to read this chapter carefully in order to fully take advantage of the VASE framework. 

 

2.1 VASE plug-in basics 
A VASE plug-in (VPI) is a dynamic linked library written with the attention to be used with the VASE 
main module. The plug-ins are implemented as DLLs, but no advanced DLL programming is needed 
in order to make your own VPI. For someone who has never come across DLLs before and with a bit 
of programming skill, the learning process is not hard. What on the other hand is required is good 
knowledge about object oriented programming.  
 
A VASE plug-in is created as a Win32 dynamic linked library using Microsoft visual C++ 6.0. Since 
the plug-in basic structure is based on the C++ class structure we have a potential problem. Classes and 
DLLs don’t get along that well due to some compiler specific properties. First of all, C++ compilers 
uses name mangling, i.e. the renaming of function names in order to make function overloading and 
classes possible. Since there’s no standard way of implementing the name mangling procedure this is 
done differently in different compilers. They also have their own object creation schemes making the 
problem even worse. To overcome this, the plug-ins must be built with the same compiler as the VASE 
main module, otherwise the function names will not be the same and the program won’t work. This 
puts a small restriction on the plug-in approach, but since the possibility exists to recompile the whole 
project on compiler change this doesn’t create any real threat to the plug-in concept of classes mixed 
with DLLs. On the other hand, if plug-ins are to be developed by a third party using a different 
compiler and if they don’t want to share their code, we have a potential problem. We will be unable to 
recompile their work and plug-ins developed by different parties will not function together.  
 
Although there are disadvantages with this approach, the nature of a VASE plug-in makes it well 
suited for being developed in an object oriented way. Benefits can be gained from both the 
polymorphy and inheritance properties of C++ classes. Since each plug-in will have many common 
properties, such as network communication, network initialisation, inter-plug-in communication, 
common variables, etc. the advantages with a class structure using inheritance is substantial when 
considering the reuse of program code. When developing a plug-in using this approach the most basic 
and vital plug-in functionality can be built into the base class making the development of a new plug-in 
much easier. 
 
DLLs have their own advantages. The biggest advantage is perhaps the possibility of a modular 
development process. Plug-in DLLs can be developed by several different programmers at different 
locations were each of them is working on a stand-alone project. When they are done they have 
compiled one DLL each representing their VASE plug-in. In order to make these plug-ins work 
together in a mutual environment we just have to move the DLLs to the same location and edit the 
VASE configuration file so that they are all loaded and initialised. There’s no need to recompile 
anything, as long as the same compiler has been used in all of the components. This approach would 
never work if all of the components had to be compiled together in the same project, as would be the 
case with a monolithic approach. The dynamic linkage property of DLLs makes it possible to have a 
configuration file were you in the last minute can define which components you want to load. 
 

2.2 The VPI base class 
A plug-in instance is an instance of the class defined in the plug-in DLL. There can be several 
instances of the same plug-in, same component type but different instance names. Every VPI instance 
of the same type is handled by a single DLL, which is loaded at runtime when the first instance of that 
specific plug-in is created. The dynamic linking approach makes the memory usage of the system 
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much more effective than if the plug-ins would be statically linked. Only the DLLs that are declared in 
the configuration file will be loaded.  
 
In order for all of the plug-in classes to have a common structure they must inherit some basic VASE 
plug-in functionality from the base class vpiClass. The base class defines the framework that every 
plug-in must be built around and contains a number of virtual methods that can be implemented in 
order to add functionality to a plug-in. When a new plug-in is developed it must be derived from the 
base class in order to be able to function together with the VMM and other plug-ins. The base class is 
defined as follows: 
 

 
f
i

The VASE plug-in base class ‘vpiClass’ 
class vpiClass  
{ 
private: 
  VpiContext    *vpicontext; 
public: 
  int         networkid; 
  char               *myname; 
  VRT_Node    *root; 
 
  vpiClass(void); 
 
  /**** Used by vase.exe to communicate with the plugin. ****/ 
  virtual void Init(char *name, vpiContext *vpictx, VRT_Context *pvrtctx, VRT_Node *parent, char **params, int pnetworkid);
  virtual float HitTest(float *ray); 
  virtual void Interaction(int action, int keyboard_key, float *ray, int *mousepos, MSG msg); 
  virtual void Focus(); 
  virtual void LostFocus(); 
  virtual void Close(int netid); 
 
  /**** Communication methods ****/ 
  virtual void SendMessage(char *receiver, char *message, void *usrdata); 
  virtual void ProcessMessage(char *sender, char *message, void *usrdata); 
  virtual void SendDistributedMessage(char *group, char *message, int flags); 
  virtual void ProcessDistributedMessage(char *sender, char *message); 
 
  /**** Callback functions directly to VASE main module (vase.exe). ***/ 
  virtual void Restart(char* cmd); 
  virtual int GetVpiCount(); 
  virtual int GetClientCount(); 
  virtual vpiInfo *GetVpiInfo(int id); 
   
  /**** Shared state handling ****/ 
  virtual void *AllocateSharedData(char *blockname, int size, void *data); 
  virtual void UpdateRepository(void *data, int flags); 
  virtual void InitSharedData(int netid); 
  virtual void HandleSharedDataUpdate(void *in); 
}; 
Figure 2.1: Every VPI instance inherits some basic VPI functionality from the VASE plug-in base class. This class defines the 
ramework every plug-in must be built around and gives the plug-in classes a common structure. Basic functionality for the VPIs 
s implemented in the base class. 

 

2.2.1 Detailed description 
In order to be able to develop your own plug-in you need to have a good understanding of how the VPI 
base class is designed and how it works. In the header file for the base class some plug-in specific 
constants are defined. These consist mainly of the definitions of the VASE interaction messages that 
are sent to the plug-in’s interaction method, but also other constants are defined. Please refer to the 
VASE reference manual for a more detailed specification of these constants. There are some data 
members that each plug-in needs to have and these are declared in the base class. Below follows a list 
of the data members in the VPI base class. 
 
Data members 

vpicontext • 
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This is a pointer to a VpiContext struct. This struct contains the function pointers to the plug-
in call back functions used when a plug-in communicates with the main module. The function 
bodies are located in the VASE main module. 
 
networkid • 

• 

• 

This is the network identification number. The first client that connects will get network ID 0. 
When another client connects he will get the lowest network ID available.  

 
myname 
This is the VPI instance name used to identify a specific plug-in. 

 
root 
This is a pointer to the VRT node provided to the plug-in at initialisation used as root node for 
the plug-in. 
 

The most basic methods that every VPI needs to have are already implemented in the base class. Since 
the methods are declared as virtual methods, the base class’s methods will be called if no matching 
method has been implemented in the VPI. Examples of already implemented methods are the Init() 
method and the ProcessDistributedMessage() method. The implementation of the Init() method in the 
base class takes care of the initialisation of common VPI variables and the initialisation of the VRT 
states. The shared states are also initialised here via a call to the InitSharedData() method. The 
implementation of the ProcessDistributedMessage() method in the base class makes sure that network 
initialisation is performed on a plug-in level when a network replica of the VPI connects to the LAN. 
This is done by implementing the two way handshake. When a new VPI is initialised the network 
message “hello_world” will be distributed over the network to the same VPI instance on the other 
clients. Concatenated to this message is also the network ID of the connected client. This message is 
received in the ProcessDistributedMessage() method in the receivers and the shared states for the 
connecting VPI is initialised by calling the InitSharedData() method. As a response to this message the 
“alive” message is sent back to the connected client. This way the new VPI knows which clients that 
reside in the same world with the same VPIs loaded, and the shared states for these VPIs can then be 
initialised. If any of these methods are implemented in a VPI, the base class methods will not be called 
automatically. Since the base class implementations are vital for the plug-ins these must then explicitly 
be called. For a more detailed description of how the network initialisation works see sections 3.2.4 
and 3.2.5. 

 

2.2.2 Methods in the VPI base class 
The methods in the VPI base class can be divided into four subgroups; (1) methods that are called by 
the main module, (2) methods wrapped around a function pointer that enables a plug-in to call 
functions in the main module, (3) methods used for the communication, and (4) methods used to 
handle shared states. A description of the methods is listed below. Note that the parameters for the 
methods have been removed, and only a description of their functionality is provided. For a more 
detailed description please consult the VASE reference manual. 
 
Methods called by the main module 
• void vpiClass::Init() 

This method is called by the VASE main module when the plug-in is created. States of the VMM 
and initial data for the plug-in is provided. The parsed data from the configuration file is also 
provided in the params array. This array must be parsed by the VPI in order to get the initial data. 
This is easiest done by using the vpiClass function getparam(). 

 
• float vpiClass::HitTest() 

This method tests if a 3-dimensional ray intersects with any of the VRT nodes in a VPI. Each node 
in the VPI node tree is checked. Nodes that have been created directly under the VRT root node 
will not be part of the hit test. The distance to the nearest node hit is returned. If no intersection 
occurred the method will return –1.  

 
• void vpiClass::Interaction() 
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This method handles the user inputs forwarded to us by the VASE main module. There are a 
number of actions defined in vpiClass.h that can be received. To simplify the process on the most 
common interaction events the keyboard key pressed and the current mouse position is always 
provided. A calculated interaction ray from the current mouse pointer position to the point in space 
were the ray intersects with the nearest surface in the scene is also provided. In case additional 
information about the interaction event is needed the MSG struct received by the VMM from VRT 
is also provided. 

 
• void vpiClass::Focus() 

When a VPI instance gets focus this method is called enabling the VPI to act on this. 
 
• void vpiClass::LostFocus() 

When a VPI instance looses focus this method is called enabling the VPI to act on this. 
 
• void vpiClass::Close() 

The VASE main module calls this method when a local plug-in is deallocated or when a network 
client in the same world has disconnected. In order for the VPIs to make clean deallocations of 
VRT nodes, VRT geometries and other allocated memory associated with network clients it must 
be done in this method. When the local plug-in is unloaded by the VMM this method will be 
called with the parameter this.networkid. This can be used as the destructor for your VPI, but you 
should preferably use the destructor for this. 

 
Communication methods 
• void vpiClass::SendMessage() 

Local messages can be sent by a call to this method. The receiver name can either be "vase" or a 
VPI instance name. The message sent is a character string and the message can be associated with 
some user defined data. 
 

• void vpiClass::ProcessMessage() 
This method receives the local messages sent by the SendMessage() method. 
 

• void vpiClass::SendDistributedMessage() 
Distributed network messages can be sent by a call to this method. The message sent is a character 
string and it can be sent by using either TCP or UDP. The receivers are identified by the VPI 
instance name. If the message is sent to the senders instance name it will be received by the 
sender’s replica on the other network clients. 
 

• void vpiClass::ProcessDistributedMessage() 
When a distributed message is sent over the network to a VPI this method will receive it. Network 
initialisation messages are handled in this method in the VPI base class implementation. Therefore 
it is important for the plug-in programmer to first call vpiClass::ProcessDistributedMessage() in 
order to make the plug-in function over the network. 

 
Callback functions directly to the VASE main module (vase.exe) 
• void vpiClass::Restart() 

A call to this method will restart the whole VASE application. This is done when we want to 
invoke a world change. A new command line character string is provided that will be parsed by 
the VMM. Every VPI will be deallocated and a new configuration file will be parsed. Sending a 
disconnection message will alert the network. When entering the new world a connection message 
is broadcasted announcing our presence. 

 
• int vpiClass::GetVpiCount() 

This method requests the total number of VPI instances that have been created by the VASE main 
module. 
 

• int vpiClass::GetClientCount() 
This function requests the total number of VASE clients that have connected to the LAN on the 
same port as the current client. 
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• vpiInfo * vpiClass::GetVpiInfo() 
Enables the VPIs to get information about a specific VPI instance. The plug-in is identified by an 
integer representing the index in the plug-in list located in the VMM. 

 
Methods used for the shared state handling 
• void * vpiClass::AllocateSharedData() 

This method is used by the VPIs in the InitSharedData() method when new shared data is 
allocated. The shared state repository is checked for the requested block and is either created or 
fetched depending on whether it already has been created by another client or not. 

 
• void vpiClass::UpdateRepository() 

When a local copy of a shared variable has been changed the shared state repository needs an 
explicit call that this block is no longer up to date. This is done by a call to this method. An update 
message will be distributed over the network to every VPI instance that subscribes to this block. 
The HandleSharedDataUpdate() method in these VPIs will be called. 

 
• void vpiClass::InitSharedData() 

Initialises the shared variables in a plug-in. This method is called when the VPI is initialised or 
when another VPI of the same type connects to the LAN. If the network identification of the 
connected client is equal to the local network ID this method was called from the Init() method at 
the initialisation of the local VPI. 

 
• void vpiClass::HandleSharedDataUpdate() 

If any of the allocated shared variables in a VPI are updated by another client it will generate a call 
to this method. A pointer to the local copy of the data is provided to identify the variable. The new 
data value will automatically be stored in the local copy. 

 

2.2.3 Functions defined in vpiClass.h 
In the base class header file, vpiClass.h, a couple of useful functions have also been implemented. 
These are listed below. 
 
• int static VRT_IntersectRayNodes() 

This function checks if an interaction ray intersects with any VRT node in the scenegraph tree 
from the VPI root node and down. If no intersection occurred the function will return 0. Otherwise 
it will return 1. 

 
• static void DebugOut() 

This function prints a message to the VRT consol if the application is compiled in debug mode. 
Behaves just as the C function sprintf(). 

 
• static char *getparam() 

Searches the array of strings provided for another string. If the searched string is found at position 
i the function will return a pointer to the string at position i+1. If the searched string is not found 
the provided default value will be returned. 

 

2.3 The plug-in interaction model 
Input focus is determined using ray-object intersection in the scene graph. Every VPI instance has its 
own root node and this node is a child node of the VRT root node. This node is called the VPI root 
node. To be able to handle user interaction in the VASE world and know which plug-in instance that 
has been clicked on by the user the VMM creates a VRT interaction ray and makes an intersection 
check with every VPI root. The intersection check is performed on a polygon level. If the ray hits a 
VPI the distance to it is returned. The closest plug-in instance is the one that will get focus. Only one 
VPI instance can have focus at a given time. If a VPI instance had focus before it will get a call to the 
LostFocus() method. The VPI instance that got focus will get a call to the Focus() method. 
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Some plug-ins contains components that shouldn’t be part of the interaction test. One example of this 
is the avatar pointer tool. The pointer is a VRT node with a VRT geometry. It has the property to 
always be placed in front of the mouse pointer and always in front of the object we are pointing on. 
When the user wants to interact with a VPI and clicks on the mouse he will interact with his own 
pointer tool instead of interacting with the VPI pointed on, since the pointer geometry will always 
contain the closest polygon hit. Since the pointer is a part of the avatar, VASE interprets the action as 
an interaction with the avatar plug-in and will give it focus. This is not what we want to happen. To 
prevent this, the possibility exists to create a VRT node under the VRT root instead of the VPI root 
making the pointer node a direct ancestor to the VRT root node. Since the VPI instances only traverse 
their root nodes on hit test the pointer node will be left out and the problem solved. Only the VPI root 
nodes will be part of the interaction ray hit test (see figure 2.2). A problem with this approach is that 
the pointer node is completely separated from the Avatar node tree, and thus when performing some 
kind of transformation on the Avatar root node the effect will not be propagated to the pointer node. 
This problem must manually be solved whenever the local transformation matrix of the Avatar root 
node is altered. 
 
A number of interaction events, called actions, are declared in the VASE framework. There are two 
actions for each possible Windows event associated with user interaction (e.g. mouse movements, 
button clicks, keyboard events). The duplication of these events is needed because we want the plug-
ins to behave differently depending on whether they are in focus or not. If the VPI has focus a “VI_*” 
action will be sent and if the VPI hasn’t got focus the “VI_INACTIVE_*” action will be sent. The 
action is broadcasted by the VMM to every VPI instance. It is up to the plug-in programmer if the 
interaction event is handled or not. If the action isn’t handled by a VPI the Interaction() method will 
immediately return to the VMM. 
 
An example of a plug-in that wants to act on inactive actions is the avatar. In order to be able to update 
the position of its pointing tool the avatar plug-in needs to get the interaction from the mouse 
movement. Since the typical usage of the pointing tool is to click on another plug-in and give it focus 
the avatar will not have focus most of the time the pointing tool is used. But the pointer still has to be 
able to move and therefore the mouse movement has to be sent to the avatar even if it doesn’t have 
focus. 
 
 

 
 

 

VRT Root

VPI root VPI root VPI root VPI rootVPI root

Avatar Pointer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Nodes checked for intersection 

= VRT node tree with geometries 
 

Figure 2.2: The VRT scene graph structure in the VASE framework. The only nodes part of the intersection test is the VPI root 
nodes and their children. The nodes created directly under the VRT root node will not be part of the test. 

 

2.4 Shared states 
The VASE framework provides the programmer with networking capabilities. As part of this the 
possibility exists for plug-ins to share common data between themselves. Shared data can be 
implemented in two ways. Either by registering blocks in the shared state repository or by using a 
message passing approach that circumvents the repository. With a message passing approach the plug-
in programmer needs to maintain the shared states manually by parsing the messages, updating 
variables, distributing update messages, etc. Often this approach leads to a lot of unnecessary extra 
work and therefore it is not the recommended way to do it. The VASE framework provides a good 
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scheme for the shared state handling that is fairly easy to implement in the plug-ins, which should be 
used instead. 
 
To use the shared states, the VPIs need to register the data in some way and provide the registered 
block with an identifier. The shared states that the VPIs register are stored in a shared state repository 
that is implemented using Streep. The VASE client acting as the Streep server maintains this repository 
and is called the VASE server. In the current implementation of the VASE framework the VASE 
server allocates every shared block. When a VASE client wants to allocate a shared block it needs to 
send a message to the VASE server to allocate the requested block in the repository. By only allowing 
the VASE server to allocate shared blocks we know exactly were the original copy of the share data 
resides. This will simplify the scenario when the VASE server needs to be moved to another client. 
This would be the case if the VASE server shuts down while other VASE clients still are connected or 
if it would crash or exit in some other none secure way.  
 

2.4.1 Using message passing 
The message passing approach is simply implemented by taking advantage of the fact that plug-ins can 
send character strings over the network. When a shared variable has been updated the plug-in must 
send a distributed message to its network replicas that this variable has been changed. The message 
must contain the new data along with an identifier for that variable. A disadvantage with this approach 
is the fact that such a message can only contain a character string. The message must be parsed and 
interpreted in order for the change to take place. Both ways are provided to the programmer in order to 
enhance the flexibility of the VASE framework. It has proven that the message passing approach 
sometimes can be better or easier to implement than the shared state repository approach, but often the 
latter is the better of the two. 
 

2.4.2 Using the shared state repository 
To implement shared states in a VPI using the shared state repository there are four methods in the VPI 
class that need to be used by the developer. These are the AllocateSharedData(), InitSharedData(), 
UpdateRepository() and HandleSharedDataUpdate() methods.  
 
The allocation of shared blocks in the share state repository is handled by the AllocateSharedData() 
method in the VASE main module. In this function the final block name that actually is allocated in the 
repository is constructed. This function is part of the VPI programmers API and should be used when 
shared data is allocated in the InitSharedData() method of the VPI. This method is either called by the 
Init() method when the plug-in instance is created or when a network replica of the plug-in connects. 
When a plug-in allocates data with this function the repository is first searched if the block already 
exists. If so we know that some other VASE client has already allocated this block in the repository 
and the data can be fetched. Since no new data is allocated in the repository in this case we say that we 
subscribe to that block. If the block doesn’t exist we are the first client to do this and a new block of 
data is allocated in the repository and the initial value provided to this function is set.  In both cases, 
when we allocate a new block or when we subscribe to a block, a pointer to a local copy of the data is 
returned.  
 
When a shared data block is allocated or subscribed to for each VPI instance a reference to the block is 
stored in a subscription list. This list is located in the vpiClassInstance struct. This way the VMM 
keeps track of the shared data blocks that each VPI instance is interested in. When a shared state has 
been updated we get a callback from Streep. To identify the block that has been updated Streep 
provides a pointer to that block. The subscription lists for the VPIs are checked for a pointer matching 
the one provided by Streep. The subscribers of the updated block will get a call to the 
HandleSharedDataUpdate() method. If the programmer wants his plug-in to act on an update of a 
certain block, it should be done in this method. The updated data value for the block will automatically 
be copied to the local copy of the shared data, so there’s no need for the programmers to explicitly 
copy the data to the right place. This is taken care of by Streep.  
 
In order for Streep to know that a client has a dirty copy of a block an explicit notification is needed. 
This is done by calling the UpdateRepository() method with a reference to this block. A dirty bit in the 
shared state repository will then indicate that the block needs to be distributed to the other clients. The 
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Streep function srProcess() is called in the main loop in the VMM after every rendered frame and the 
update is then distributed over the network. 
 
 

 

void myVPI::InitSharedData(int netid) { 
   int i = 0; 
   myint = (int*)AllocateSharedData(”my_integer”, sizeof(int), &i);  
} 
 
void myVPI::HandleSharedDataUpdate(void *in) { 
   if (in == myint) 
      printf(“My integer was updated!”); 
} 
 
void myVPI::Interaction(int action, int keyboard_key, float *ray, int *mousepos, MSG msg) { 
   switch(action) { 
      case VI_LBUTTONDOWN: 
         *myint = *myint + 1; 
         UpdateRepository(myint,SR_UDP); 
         break; 
   } 
} 

Figure 2.3: A simple shared state handling code example. Assume that ‘myint’ is a pointer to an integer. This code will allocate a 
shared block in the repository called ‘my_integer’ with an initial value of 0. Each instance of the plug-in ‘myVPI’ will get a local 
copy of the integer. When any VASE client interacts with ‘myVPI’ a call to the Interaction method is produced. If the interaction is 
the left mouse button the shared integer will be incremented by 1 and the repository will be notified of the change. The other 
instances of ‘myVPI’ will get a call to the HandleSharedData method notifying the other VPIs of the same type that a shared block 
has been updated. If the updated block is the integer ‘myint’ the string “My integer was updated!” will be printed.  

 
 
There’s no restriction for the VPI developer what shared block names he can allocate in the repository. 
Since several instances of the VASE application on the LAN can coexist in the same environment, 
using the same VASE server but running different configuration files the possibility exist that clients in 
different worlds (see below) wants to allocate the same block name in the repository, especially if they 
are loading the same types of plug-ins. This would lead to that plug-ins would share data over the 
world boundary. To prevent this each block that is allocated in the shared state repository must be 
uniquely tagged. A natural way to do this, and the way it is done in the VASE framework, is to 
concatenate the configuration file name to the block name. This way only VPIs coexisting in the same 
world will share the shared data. Also, to prevent plug-ins in the same world to accidentally allocate 
the same block name in the repository, the VPI instance name is also concatenated to the final block 
name. To exemplify this, assume that the avatar called ‘client’ wants to allocate the shared block 
‘position’ and he happens to run a configuration file named ‘world.vas’ then the actual block that will 
be allocated in the shared state repository will be ‘position_client_world.vas’. 
 

2.4.3 World change 
A world in VASE is the virtual environment that a configuration file generates when the VASE 
framework is executed with this file as argument. A potential problem, that turned out to be less than 
trivial to solve, arose with the possibility for clients to jump between worlds. What happens if the 
VASE server does this? What happens to the shared states when the Streep server leaves a world and 
how do the clients that previously resided in the same world find the correct data they are looking for 
in the shared state repository?  
 
One solution to this would be to have one Streep server for each world communicating over different 
ports. The first VASE client to connect to the world would then create a new server. A problem with 
this approach is how to find a free port to communicate over and what happens if the VASE client 
acting as the Streep server happens to jump to a new world. We would be forced to handle the delicate 
problem of assigning the server task to another client. An advantage with this approach is that we will 
get a fairly load balanced network, since each world is maintained by a different client. Still, the 
disadvantages make this solution to an undesirable scenario. 
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A better solution, and the one implemented in the VASE framework, is to have a dedicated server 
handle every shared state in each world a client is in. To separate the blocks form each other the block 
names are concatenated with an identifier – the configuration file name and the VPI instance name, as 
described above. Since all of the shared states are allocated on the same VASE server and because 
there exists only one Streep server on this client, the world a VASE client happens to be in is of no 
significance. Blocks are created in the repository when any client jumps to a new world and these 
blocks will stay on the VASE server until there’s no client left in that world. The world the VASE 
server is in is also of no importance. The Streep server is always located on the same port and any 
VASE client can retrieve any block it wants from the repository. A disadvantage with this approach is 
that the network will be very dependant on one node – the VASE server. If this computer crashes or 
shuts down the network capabilities of the VASE clients and the shared states will not work. To solve 
this problem we still need to implement the possibility to change which VASE client that acts as the 
Streep server. But as long as the VASE server runs this approach is much easier to implement and all 
of the network communication will only take place on one port. 
 
The possibility that clients can reside in different worlds makes the shared state handling a little more 
complicated and several issues must be solved in order for it to work. A client should be able to jump 
around between worlds without any consistency problems in the shared states. This means that any 
changes in a world, like the state of a button, must be displayed equally for every client connected to 
the same world. A client that returns to a world must get the correct states of all of the objects, and not 
only assume that the world is in the same state as when he left it. Note that if the shared state handling 
has been implemented with the message passing approach the VPI programmer must manually take 
care of this. 
 
Clients jump to another world by calling the Restart() method. This function is provided to the plug-ins 
from the vpiContext struct at initialisation. This makes it possible for the VPI programmer to 
implement a plug-in that can commence a world change on some kind of event. An example of this is 
the VpiController plug-in that enables us to change worlds by pressing one of its buttons. The 
parameter for the Restart() function is a new command line for VASE containing the path to the new 
configuration file. When this function is called all of the previous allocated data is deallocated, plug-
ins are deleted and shared data is freed. The configuration file is parsed and new plug-ins are created. 
The only thing that isn’t deallocated is the shared state repository, even though all of the old shared 
data has been removed on the server. 
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3 Communication in the VASE framework 
 
A modular development approach can help the programmer solve large or complex problems. A good 
approach for solving this kind of problem is to abstract it into several smaller and much simpler sub-
problems. If we follow the plug-in approach each sub-problem can be solved and developed as a plug-
in giving us a number of specialised modules. When putting the plug-ins together for the complete 
application they can no longer be just stand-alone programs solving only one problem, but they have to 
function together to be able to solve the initial task. For this a communication model must be 
developed so that the plug-ins can communicate and send data to each other. 
 
The flexibility is an important property of the VASE framework. Since we never know what 
functionality the plug-in programmer wants to implement and that we don’t want the framework to be 
a restricting factor it is important to provide the programmer with as many possibilities as possible. It 
is not hard to come up with a scenario were some plug-ins have a close relationship with others and 
might need to share data or send data between each other. The inter-plug-in communication is perhaps 
the most essential thing for providing the programmer with enough flexibility for the VASE 
framework to be an interesting and effective tool to work with. There are two types of messages 
supported by the VASE framework, local messages and network messages. 
 

3.1 Local communication 
Local communication is the communication between the VASE main module and the plug-ins. In other 
words it is one mechanism for transferring data from an executable to a DLL and one mechanism for 
transferring data back from the DLL to the executable. Note that this is really two separate 
mechanisms and that they are solved in two very different ways. This gives the VASE framework a 
two-way communication channel that is used when developing the functions that will build the 
communication API. For the developer of a plug-in the API provides a simple and intuitive way of 
handling the local communication. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic model of the local communication 
mechanism in the VASE framework. 

3.1.1 Implementation issues 
For the communication to work we need to implement the two mechanisms described above. For this 
we need the VASE main module to keep track of the loaded plug-ins. Therefore it stores information 
about them in an array of a special plug-in information struct called vpiClassInstance. Every VPI 
instance is associated with a post in the plug-in information array. This way the VMM will always 
have complete control over the existing plug-ins.  

 

The vpiClassInstance struct
typedef struct 
{   

vpiClass *vpi; 
vpiInfo info;   
VRT_Node *node; 
HINSTANCE library; 
void *subscriptionlist[1024]; 
int nsubscriptions; 

} vpiClassInstance; 

The vpiInfo struct 
typedef struct 
{ 
  char *name; 
  char *type; 
} vpiInfo; 

 
To enable the VMM to communicate with the plug-ins a message handling method is implemented in 
the VPI base class. It is the ProcessMessage() method that handles the received local messages in the 
plug-ins. This way it is very simple for the VMM to send messages to a plug-in. By calling the 
ProcessMessage() method in the receiving plug-in with both the message and data as parameters the 
message is sent to the VPI. 
 
The communication in the other direction, i.e. from a plug-in to the VMM, is a little bit trickier to 
implement since the plug-ins are DLLs loaded at runtime and they have no real knowledge about the 
existence of the VMM. The plug-ins needs some way to pass data back to the main module in order to 
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make the communication possible. Registering callback functions in the plug-ins solves this problem. 
Pointers to functions in the VMM are passed at initialisation time to the plug-ins enabling them to 
make function calls back to the main module and therefore communicate with it. Since the VMM 
already can communicate with a plug-in through calls to the plug-in class methods we now have a 
mechanism for inter plug-in communication where messages are passed via the VMM. This process is 
described in more detail later. 
 
For sending local messages to the VMM from a VPI it is enough to registered one callback function. 
But the plug-ins might need to have other information from the VMM, such as the total number of 
plug-in instances that have been created and some information about a specific VPI. To enable the 
plug-ins to get this type of information the VMM initialises a vpiContext struct that is passed to the 
plug-in at initialisation. This struct contains function pointers to all of the callback functions that 
should be registered in the plug-ins. The function bodies are all defined in the VASE main module and 
the registered function pointers enables the VPIs to call any one of these functions. There are eight 
callback functions currently available for the plug-in programmer to use. The ones provided that 
communicates with the VMM are SendMessage(), SendDistributedMessage(), GetVpiCount(), 
GetClientCount() and GetVpiInfo(). For enabling the VPIs to add or change blocks in the shared state 
repository the callback functions AllocateSharedData() and UpdateRepository() are provided. There’s 
also use for a Restart() function for telling the VMM to deallocate all the previously created VPI 
instances and to parse a new configuration file. This is used when clients jump between worlds. For a 
more detailed description of these functions in the VASE main module please refer to the VASE 
framework reference manual (Appendix A). 
 

 

The vpiContext struct 
typedef struct 
{ 
  SendMessageFunc *SendMessage; 
  SendDistributedMessageFunc *SendDistributedMessage; 
  GetVpiInfoFunc *GetVpiInfo; 
  GetVpiCountFunc *GetVpiCount; 
  GetClientCountFunc *GetClientCount; 
  RestartFunc *Restart; 
 
  // Streep handling functions 
  AllocateSharedDataFunc *AllocateSharedData; 
  UpdateRepositoryFunc *UpdateRepository; 
} vpiContext; 

The defininition of the function pointers 
typedef void SendMessageFunc(vpiClass*, char*, char*, void*); 
typedef void SendDistributedMessageFunc(vpiClass*, char*, char*, int);
typedef vpiInfo *GetVpiInfoFunc(vpiClass *, int); 
typedef int  GetVpiCountFunc(vpiClass *); 
typedef int  GetClientCountFunc(vpiClass *); 
typedef void RestartFunc(vpiClass *, char*); 
typedef void *AllocateSharedDataFunc(vpiClass*, char*, int, void*); 
typedef void UpdateRepositoryFunc(vpiClass*, void*, int); 

 
So far we have figured out how to make a two-way communication between a DLL and an executable. 
Taking advantage of this we can form a communication mechanism between plug-ins by letting the 
VMM forward messages from one plug-in to another plug-in. But how do we identify the plug-ins? 
Well, when creating the plug-ins they don’t have any real knowledge about each other or what other 
types of plug-ins that exist, but information about every created plug-in instance is stored in the main 
module. There are some callback functions provided that return the desired information. By calling 
these the correct receiver can be found and the message sent to them. If no matching plug-in is found 
by the VMM, the message will be discarded. It is possible to broadcast messages by sending a message 
to the special receiver “broadcast”. In that case the message will be broadcasted to every loaded plug-
in instance. It is also possible to send messages to the VMM without any forwarding by sending to the 
special receiver “vase”. The messages handled by the main module are described in section 1.5.3. 
 

3.1.2 User interaction 
One type of communication that is also very important is the communication between the user and the 
application - the user interaction. This is needed for the user to control VPIs and interact with objects 
in the world. A mechanism for this has of course been developed in the VASE framework. Any events, 
such as mouse movements, keyboard events, etc. are provided to us by VRT. These events work 
exactly as the windows events a Windows programmer is used to and are therefore handled in the same 
way.  
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All input from mouse, keyboard, etc is handled by the VMM. The input is interpreted and will produce 
a call to the Interaction() method in the plug-in instances. The parameters provided are dependent on 
whether the plug-in has focus or not. Focus is determined using ray-object intersection in the scene 
graph. Only one plug-in can have focus at a given time and it is the VMM that keeps track of this. For 
a plug-in to have focus implies that all of the user input is at first hand intended for that plug-in and 
should be treated as such. Most plug-ins ignore the messages sent to them when they haven’t got focus, 
but sending an interaction to every plug-in on user interaction makes it possible for plug-ins to take 
appropriate action on all interaction. 
 
The broadcasting of the interaction events leads to the sending of a lot of redundant messages since 
almost none of the interaction events are handled by every VPI instance. Actions that aren’t handled by 
a VPI should preferably not be sent to it. Why the VASE framework does this is simply because of the 
fact that we want to improve the flexibility. The framework can never know before hand what VPIs 
will be used and which interaction events that are handled by each plug-in. There will be a lot of 
redundant interaction messages sent but these are all just local method calls and are executed very 
quickly. The total amount of unnecessary actions sent is not so great so that it will lead to any 
substantial reduction in performance.  
 
A drawback with the VASE framework having its own set of interaction messages is that it can restrict 
the plug-in constructor if the set of messages supported by the framework isn’t thoroughly thought 
through. It has proven to be quite difficult to come up with a flawless scheme for this. Therefore the 
unparsed message received from VRT is also given as parameter to the interaction method. It is 
nevertheless not intended to be used at a regular basis but instead the VASE interaction messages 
should be used. It is just meant to be complementary to the exiting messages in case the information is 
needed. The event parameter received from VRT contains more information than just what key that 
was pressed or which mouse button that was clicked. Some plug-ins might need some of this 
information in order to work and therefore it is important that this is provided to them.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

User input 
VASE main module 

VPI instance VPI instance 
SendMessage SendMessage 

ProcessMessage ProcessMessage

Interaction Interaction 

Figure 3.1: The local communication in the VASE framework. Messages between VPIs are sent from the SendMessage() method 
via the VASE main module and are received by the ProcessMessage() method in the receiving VPI. User input is received by the 
VMM and broadcasted to the loaded VPI instance. 
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3.2 Network communication 
Network communication in the VASE framework is based on the Streep toolkit [2]. Using Streep a 
repository for state sharing is implemented. This makes it not only possible for plug-ins to have shared 
states as discussed in section 2.4, but it also provides a way of implementing a network message 
passing model. Network messages can be sent directly between the main modules of the VASE clients 
or from plug-in to plug-in via the main modules. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic model of the network 
communication in the VASE framework. 

3.2.1 Inter plug-in communication 
The VASE framework also implements support for network communication between plug-ins. This is 
done by allocating a shared block in the shared state repository dedicated to network messages. In the 
repository the block is identified by the string “vase_message”. Every VASE client subscribes to this 
block and gets a local copy of the data. When this block is updated by a client the VASE main module 
in the other clients will get a call back from Streep and the message is interpreted. It can either be a 
network message to the VMM or a network message that should be passed on to the receiving plug-in. 
If the receiver is a VPI the correct VPI instance is identified by the instance name. If the receiver is the 
special receiver “vase” the message is meant to be received by the main module in the VASE clients. If 
it is not a message for the main module it is forwarded to the ProcessDistributedMessage() method in 
the receiver VPI. The sender of the message is then set to “network”. If any information about the 
sender is needed it must be included in the message data. 
 

 

VMM

VMMVMM 

 ProcessDistributedMessage 

 
VPI on client n 

 ProcessDistributedMessage 

 
VPI on client 2 

 SendDistributedMessage 

 
VPI on client 1 

 

Shared state 
repository 

 “vase message”

Client 1 Client 2 

Client n 

Figure 3.2: Network messages between plug-ins are sent by using the SendDistributedMessage() method in the sending VPI. The 
message is copied to a shared data block in the repository. When Streep is notified that the block is updated the message is passed to 
the VMM in the other clients. The VMM forwards the message to the receiving VPI through a call to the 
ProcessDistributedMessage() method. 

 
By sending network messages this way through a shared block in the shared state repository we will 
automatically get the property of broadcasting the messages. Every client subscribes to this block and 
when it is updated Streep will distribute the new data to all of the VASE clients. The Streep message 
handling function in the main module must interpret the incoming messages and ignore the ones that 
can be. Due to this there are some redundant messages that are sent that shouldn’t be sent. It is the 
messages that are supposed to be sent between main modules that can have this property. Currently 
redundant messages appear when the “connection_response” message is sent as a reply to a newly 
connected client’s “client_connection” message (see figure 3.3). The response message is only relevant 
to the connecting client but due to the broadcast property of the network model these messages will be 
sent to every client. There’s no harm in doing so except that these messages are redundant and that by 
sending them we loose bandwidth. Information about the other clients is already known and need not 
to be sent again. A solution to this would be preferable, but the performance loss is not so great since 
this will only occur when a client connects and not frequently during the execution of the application.  
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3.2.2 Implementation issues 
The implementation of the network communication works in a similar way as the implementation of 
the local communication as described in section 3.1.1. The SendDistributedMessage() method in the 
VPIs will call the corresponding function in the VMM. The message is written to the shared block in 
the repository for network messages and Streep distributes the message to the other VASE clients. The 
main module in each client then receives the message and the message is parsed (see figure 3.2). The 
receiver can either be “vase”, in case the network message is to be received by the main modules, or 
the receiver can be a VPI instance. The receiver is identified by the VPI instance name and will be 
received by every VPI instance with that name on the network that reside in the same world as the 
sender. This means that if a VPI sends a network message with the receiver set to its own instance 
name exactly that VPI on every other client will receive the message. This way, events in a VPI can be 
distributed over the network with a message passing approach. If the receiver of the network message 
is a VPI the message is forwarded to the ProcessDistributedMessage() method in that plug-in. It is up 
to the plug-in programmer to take care of the network messages that he may receive in this method. 
 

3.2.3 Definition of the network messages 
In order to get the VASE framework to function over the network a number of network messages need 
to be sent between the VASE clients. These don’t have to be handled by plug-in developers, but they 
are sent and received by the VASE main module and the VPI base class transparently. The messages 
are listed and described below. 
 
VASE network messages 
• “server_shutdown” 
This message is sent when the VASE server shuts down. Currently no implementation that handles this 
has been done. When the Streep server shuts down neither the network communication nor the shared 
states will work. Every client will act as if they were alone on the LAN. 
 
• “client_disconnect” 
This message is sent when a client disconnects from the LAN. Client information is removed from 
different lists and the shared states that the client subscribed to will be deallocated if no other clients 
subscribe to them. 
 
• “client_connect” 
A message sent when a new client connects to the LAN. Provides the already connected clients with 
information about the new client. 
 
• “connection_response” 
The message sent as a response to the “client_connect” message. Provides the new client with 
information about other connected clients. 
 
• “allocate_shared_data” 
A message sent to the VASE server to allocate a block in the repository. Used when we don’t want the 
clients to allocate shared data themselves.  
 
VPI network messages 
These messages are automatically sent when a VPI instance is initialised.  
 
• ”hello_world” 
Message sent by a VPI to notify the rest of the LAN its presence. This message is only distributed to 
clients that reside in the same world as the sender. 
 
• ”alive” 
This message is always sent as a response to a “hello_world” message. It is only sent to clients that 
reside in the same world as the sender. 
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3.2.4 Network initialisation of the VASE clients  
When a VASE application is executed the LAN is searched for other VASE applications running. If 
other clients are present we need to know some basic information about them. This information is 
stored in the VMM in a ClientInfo struct. For each client to get this information a couple of messages 
must be sent between the client’s main modules. It is up to the new connecting client to announce its 
presence. This is done by sending the “client_connect” message over the network. As we described 
previously in section 3.2.1 every network message is sent by broadcast. Therefore the message will be 
received by all the clients already connected. As a response to this the clients that receive this message 
will send the “conection_response” message back to the new client. In both of these messages client 
specific information is concatenated to the message by the 
VMM and this way the ClientInfo struct can be filled with 
information about the other clients. The client specific 
information that needs to be known about every client is the 
network ID, to identify a client on the LAN, and the 
configuration file the client currently is running. This 
information is vital for all clients to have in order for the 
network communication to work. 

The ClientInfo struct 
typedef struct 
{ 

char configfile[1024]; 
void *allocationlist[2048]; 
int nallocations; 
int networkid; 

 } ClientInfoInstance; 
 
Other information that the clients need to know about each other is the shared data blocks that they 
have allocated or subscribed to. This is especially needed by the VASE server. An array of pointers to 
the shared data that each client has allocated in the shared state repository is stored in the allocationlist 
in the CientInfo struct. This list is used when shared states are deallocated from the repository and in 
case the VASE server shuts down. The server shutdown handling has not been implemented yet in the 
current version of the VASE framework, but the allocation list will be needed in order to know what 
data needs to be replicated by the client taking over the Streep server. When shared data is deallocated 
the corresponding block in the shared state repository can only be freed if there’s no VPI in any client 
that has a reference to this block. Therefore the allocation list for each client must first be checked 
before any block can be removed from the repository. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Client 1 Client 2 Connecting client 
 
           “client_connection”          “client_connection” 
 
 
 
    

 “connection_response” 
 
 
              “connection_response” 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3: The messages sent when a new client connects to a network with two clients. The “client_connection” message is sent 
over the network to the existing clients. The receivers of the message send a response to this message back to the sender. This way 
client specific information is distributed over the network so that every client knows the state of the LAN.  Note that redundant 
messages are sent between the already connected clients (broken lines) due to the broadcasting property of the VASE networking 
model. 

 

3.2.5 Network initialisation of the VASE plug-ins 
In order to get a clean start up when a new client connects it is not only the main modules that need to 
be properly initialised. The plug-ins also need to send similar network messages too. The connecting 
client’s VPI instances notifies their existence by sending a “hello world” message to their 
corresponding partners on the LAN, so that every VPI can subscribe to any shared states allocated by 
other clients. The receivers of this message reply with the “alive” message so that the new client knows 
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which clients already are connected to the network. Messages between plug-ins are only distributed to 
VPIs that reside in the same world as the sender. The receiver is identified by the VPI instance name 
and although VPIs that reside in the same world should have unique instance names the same isn’t true 
between the worlds. There’s no way for network messages to be sent, or shared states to be shared 
between worlds in the current implementation of the VASE framework. 
 
The “hello world” and “alive” message handling is implemented in the ProcessDistributedMessage() 
method of the VPI base class and is therefore automatically inherited by the plug-ins. In order for the 
initialisation of the VPIs to work on the LAN every plug-in need to call on the base class method 
(vpiClass::ProcessDistributedMessage) before any other message handling is implemented in the sub-
class method. The “hello world” message is sent when the plug-in is initialised. 
 
The “hello_world” message is concatenated with the network ID of the sender and the configuration 
file currently running. The reason for this is not the same as with the “client_connect” message. Instead 
it is used to know in what world the VPI belongs to. The message should only be presented to the plug-
ins that are in the same world as the sender. If a VPI receives the “alive” message it knows that the 
sender must be in the same world. Otherwise the sending VPI wouldn’t have received any 
“hello_world” message to respond to in the first place. Because of this the information about the 
configuration file of the sender is redundant to the receiver of this message and is therefore not 
provided. 
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4 Current implementations 
 

4.1 VASE – The virtual classroom 
In order to test the functionality of the VASE framework and to prove the concept, plug-ins had to be 
created and a virtual environment built up by using these plug-ins. Since a similar project already had 
been developed, though based on a monolithic approach, this could be used to get an idea of the type 
of plug-ins that would be needed. The previously developed virtual classroom, the CVEL project, was 
analysed and divided into its basic components. Each one of the suitable components was then 
redesigned as a VASE plug-in. Examples of components that the CVEL classroom consisted of were 
the avatar - the camera metaphor, the static environment the client is running around in, a whiteboard 
where you can write notes, a slide projector showing images on a screen, and buttons that interacts 
with different objects in the environment. To be able to build a more general classroom, new 
components that you can find useful in an educational scenario were also developed. The plug-ins were 
then initialised and placed in a VASE environment by making a configuration file for the VASE 
framework main module. 
 
The number of plug-ins that can be developed are almost unlimited. The VASE framework can of 
course be used to build any type of networked virtual environment, not only classrooms, but this is 
what we decided to use as our testing platform. Detailed descriptions of the currently implemented 
plug-ins are described below. 
  

 
 
 
Possible future VPIs 

1. Audio 
2. Video 
3. Chat console 
4. Movie viewer 
5. Experiments 

 

 
 
Currently implemented VPIs 

1. VpiEnvironment 
2. VpiAvatar 
3. VpiController 
4. VpiImage 
5. VpiPoller 
6. VpiVNC 
7. VpiTextArea 
8. VpiWhiteboard 
 
 

 

 

 

4.2 VpiAvatar 
The avatar is our camera metaphor. It controls the camera and displays other participants. The avatar is 
the most vital plug-in for the virtual environment, enabling the user to interact with objects and other 
plug-ins in the world. There are two states for the avatar, movement mode and interaction mode. When 
the avatar is in movement mode all user interaction is mainly intended to position the avatar in the 
world. When the avatar is in interaction mode the avatar is intended to interact with other objects and 
plug-ins. The plug-in interacted with will get focus. 
 

4.2.1 Interaction 
The movement is currently controlled by the mouse, but other configurations are possible to 
implement. Holding down the left mouse button while moving the mouse makes the avatar look around 
in the environment and moving forward/backward. Holding down the middle button will allow the user 
to rotate the camera. If both the left button and the middle button are pressed the camera can be 
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translated to any position and a third-person view can be attained. If the left mouse button and the right 
mouse button are pressed the pointing tool is activated/deactivated and the state of the avatar is 
changed between movement mode and interaction mode. The right mouse button alone has currently 
no functionality bound to it. In the future it should be possible to make your own configuration of the 
controls so that they can be changed in real-time when running the application. 
 
The interaction with other objects and plug-ins occurs when the pointing tool is activated and the 
avatar is placed in interaction mode. An arrow will then appear in the hand of the avatar that can be 
used to click on objects and other plug-ins in order to set them in focus. The plug-in that is in focus 
will interpret all the user interaction events as if they are in first hand intended for it. When the avatar 
is in interaction mode no movement is possible and the user is intended to interact with the world. In 
order to be able to move again the avatar must first be placed in movement mode by simultaneously 
pressing the left and right mouse button. The mode of the avatar can also be changed by pressing F1, 
and this works just as the left and right mouse click. If the camera has been moved outside the avatar to 
attain a third person view you might want to return to the default camera position. To manually do this 
is very hard and pointless. Therefore the keyboard key F2 has been assigned to return the camera to its 
default position. Note that since the avatar always listens to inactive interaction events it is possible for 
ambiguity in the interaction interpretation. If the plug-in in focus also listens to the F1 key and you 
want to put the avatar in movement mode by pressing F1 this event will be interpreted by both the 
avatar and the plug-in in focus as if it was intended for them. 
 

4.2.2 Collision detection 
In order to get a more realistic experience when running around in a VASE environment we need to 
implement some physics in our world. The current physics model used is very simplistic and is based 
on our collision detection algorithm. We have implemented a simulated gravitational force that strives 
to translate the avatar towards the ground. The ground is assumed to be positioned orthogonal to the y-
axis of the avatars local coordinate system. Since the avatar isn’t supposed to tilt this approach works, 
but is of course not desirable in a more elaborate physics engine. The distance the avatar is translated 
in the negative y-axis direction is of a constant length and this translation is performed once per 
simulation step. In order to avoid having the avatar fall through the ground collision detection is 
performed with the floor. In fact collision detection is performed with the whole environment each 
time the avatar is translated anywhere. Objects and geometries created by other plug-ins than the 
vpiEnvironment plug-in are not involved in the collision detection algorithm. 
 
The collision detection is implemented with a message passing approach between the vpiAvatar plug-
in and the vpiEnvironment plug-in. The avatar sends its current position in the form of references to a 
number of points on the avatar model, preferably extreme points, and the direction in which we want to 
move the avatar in. The vpiEnvironment receives this message and checks if any of the points, when 
moved in the desired direction, intersects with any of the polygons in the environment. If no 
intersection occurred the points will just be translated in the provided direction. If any of the points 
intersects with a polygon collision has occurred and a new valid direction vector is calculated and the 
points translated to this position instead. 
 

4.2.3 The avatar model 
The avatar model is currently very simple and static. It is built up by a number of spheres, one for each 
body part. A future improvement is to allow the users to load their own models or to provide a set of 
models that the user can choose from. Another possibility is to describe the avatar model by an XML 
script that the user can edit. The model is then assembled by putting together a number of body parts, 
each one designed as a 3D-object file. The script is written in a hierarchical way so that the joints are 
placed correctly. In this file you could also script the animation of the model and define a number of 
hotspots, where e.g. the avatar pointing tool should be hooked on to the model. When allowing an 
arbitrary avatar model we introduce new problems that must be solved. With a static model we know 
the exact size of it and where the extreme points are located. When performing collision detection with 
the environment some of these points are used as collision points. In order for an arbitrary model to be 
used a number of collision points must be provided. This can either be done explicitly by defining 
them in the model script, or automatically by calculating the extreme points of the model. Also, in 
order to personalize the avatars more, an image of the user could be mapped to the face of the avatar, 
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or a video stream could be mapped from a desktop camera to the face of the avatar. This would lead to 
a more natural way of interacting with other participants.  
 
An instance of the avatar plug-in also handles their network replicas. They implement an array of VRT 
node pointers dedicated to the network models. When a new client connects a new avatar model is 
created and attached to the corresponding node in the array indexed by the new client’s network ID. 
The position, rotation and other data of the new client’s avatar is retrieved by subscribing to the shared 
states associated to that client. Each time any of the shared states are changed the shared state 
repository is notified and the new data distributed to the other connected clients. When a client 
disconnects all the nodes, geometries and other allocated data associated to that client is freed and the 
avatar removed from the scenegraph.  
 

4.2.4 Shared states 
The avatar plug-in maintains a number of shared states in order for the network clients to be displayed 
in a correct way. Each client has its own blocks in the repository for the state of the pointing device, 
the start and end position of the pointing device, the position of the avatar, the rotation of the avatar, 
the current scale factor applied to the avatar model, the current size of the avatar model and the current 
animation step the avatar is in. When any of these variables are changed by another client the updated 
value is distributed over the network. 
 
The data stored in the shared state repository for the position is a three dimensional vector pointing at 
the current location of that avatar relative the VPI root node of the avatar plug-in. When this state is 
changed for a client the network avatar node associated to that client is translated to the new position. 
It is similar with the rotation of the avatar. When an updated value for this state is received it indicates 
that a client has rotated his local avatar model and the network avatar node associated to that client is 
rotated to the new direction. The rotation is stored as a float in the repository. 
 
The state of the network pointing devices has each two blocks of data associated to them. One is the 
position of the pointer, both the starting position and the end position. This is stored as an array of six 
floating point values in the repository. When this block is updated the new orientation of the network 
pointer is calculated. The other block indicates whether the pointing device is on or off for a network 
client. If it is off the VRT node associated to it is switched off, otherwise it is switched on and the 
correct position for it is calculated. 
 
In order for the avatar models to be consistent in appearance on the local client and on the network we 
also need to share the scale factor and the size of our avatar. When any of these are updated the 
corresponding network avatar model is rescaled and resized. 
 

4.2.5 Local messages handled 
Other plug-ins can control the behavior of the avatar in some ways by sending local messages to it. 
One of the most useful messages is the “positionavatar” message that can force an avatar to move to a 
certain point and look in a certain direction. This message is used by the plug-ins that wants to position 
the avatar so that their plug-in, or a part of their plug-in is shown in fullscreen mode. The avatar plug-
in doesn’t handle any network messages. A complete list of the local messages handled by the avatar is 
listed below. 
 

“positionavatar” • 

• 

The “positionavatar” message can force the avatar to move to a certain point and look in a 
certain direction. As user data to this message six space separated floats must be provided in a 
character string. The first three floats define the position that the camera node should be 
placed in and the next three floats define the direction the avatar should look in. The avatar 
will be placed in free flying mode when this message is called so that we won’t fall to the 
ground directly after we have been placed in front of a plug-in. It is often the case that the 
avatar wants to be placed a little bit up in the air. The free flying mode will be turned of when 
the pointing device is deactivated. 
 
“resize” 
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This message will resize the avatar. User data to this message is a float in a character string. 
 
“setpointerstate” • 
This message can switch the pointing device of the avatar on or off. User data to this message 
is a pointer to an integer indicating the new state of the pointer. 0 turns the pointer off and 1 
turns the pointer on. 

 

4.3 VpiController 
The controller plug-in is a three dimensional general purpose interaction console that contains a 
number of 3D buttons. It is designed to be used together with other plug-ins and to control them. The 
buttons are programmable and to each button local messages can be bound. Different messages can be 
associated to a button on press and on release and this is done in the VASE configuration file. The 
messages associated to a button cannot be changed during execution and can only be altered by editing 
the configuration file. If only one message is specified it will be sent when the button is pressed. The 
receiver of the message is defined by the VPI instance name. The receiver can also be set to “vase” in 
case the message is intended to be taken care of by the VASE main module. The message part is a 
character string defining the type of the message. Similar to a normal local message user data can be 
attached to the message, although on a button it must be provided in the form of a character string. The 
controller plug-in listens to mouse interaction events and when the left mouse button is pressed a ray 
intersection test is performed on the buttons. If a button is hit the user has pressed it and the message 
associated to that button is sent to the provided receiver. The following is an example of how a button 
is configured in the configuration file when it should send one message on press and one message on 
release to the plug-in called “client”. The message sent on press will be “resize” with the user data “2”. 
When the button is released the “resize” message with user data “1.5” will be sent. 
 

 
 

<button>client:resize:2:resize:1.5</button> 

There are three basic types of buttons on a controller. The default type is the push button which 
functions as a normal keyboard key. When the button is clicked it will be pressed and when the mouse 
button is released the button will regain its original state. The checkbox button on the other hand will 
not be released when the mouse button is released. A checkbox button will only change its state when 
it is clicked on. It works as a typical on/off button. The third button type is the radio button. A radio 
button works just as a checkbox button with the difference that all the radio buttons on a controller are 
interconnected and only one can be pressed at a time. If another radio button is pressed on the same 
controller the previously pressed button will be released. To each button a texture can be mapped, 
giving the buttons self-describing properties. The maximum number of buttons that can be placed in a 
controller is defined to be 20. For each <button> tag defined in the configuration file a new button will 
be inserted in the controller and the size of the controller is automatically increased to fit all the 
buttons. 
 

4.3.1 Shared states 
A vpiController has only one shared block allocated in the shared state repository. This is an array of 
integers holding information about the state of each button. A button state can either be pressed or 
released. In a controller we want a button press to propagate over the network and that the button states 
are consistent in every client. If a button is pressed by one client the other connected client should see 
that that button is being pressed. Also if a new client connects the current state of the buttons must be 
initialized correctly in order to retain the consistency. Thankfully the implementation of shared states 
in VASE makes this fairly easy. Since a controller only allocates one block in the repository any new 
client will get its own local copy of this block when calling the AllocateSharedData() method. To get 
the initial states of all the buttons the returned array is checked and the correct state set. 
 

4.4 VpiEnvironment 
The environment plug-in represents the static or passive environment where the session is executed in. 
It loads a number of 3D-object and places them in the world as described by the configuration file. All 
of the objects created by the environment plug-in are part of the collision detection with the avatar (see 
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section 4.2.1). Currently only Wavefront object files are supported. When an object file is loaded the 
current directory is set to the provided path to the object file. This means that any references to textures 
in an object file should be made relative to the location of the file. 
 
As a future improvement the environment plug-in could support a hierarchical build up of objects in 
the configuration file. It would then be possible to put an <object> tag in another <object> tag and 
thus specify that these objects have some kind of relationship. Each object is attached to a VRT node 
and the outer object tag will always be the parent node to the objects defined inside of it. This way a 
more complex object, which is built up by several different objects, can be designed in a much more 
intuitive and easy way. Only the objects relative spatial location must be set instead of always using 
global coordinates. 
 

4.4.1 Local messages handled  
The environment plug-in does currently only handle one type of message and it is the “collision” 
message. This is sent by the avatar when it wants to perform collision detection with the static 
environment. As data to this message a set of points and a desired direction in which they should be 
translated are provided. If the points intersect with any of the objects in the environment a new 
direction vector will be calculated that won’t invoke another collision. The new points with valid 
positions are returned to the avatar, which will move to the new position. 
 

4.5 VpiImage 
The VpiImage plug-in is an image viewer that can show slides. The currently supported format is 
bitmap images, though planed formats supported are jpeg, tga, and perhaps a movie format such as avi 
or mpeg. The design of the image viewer is very simple. It is built as a quad with a texture mapped 
onto it. The texture’s transparency can be set, which makes it possible to make it transparent or semi-
transparent. The slide shown can be changed by a local plug-in message. The vpiImage plug-in is 
designed to be used with a dedicated vpiController plug-in controlling it. 
 

4.5.1 Local messages handled 
The local messages handled make it possible to change the current slide shown. The messages taken 
care of by the controller plug-in are listed below. 
 
• “next” 

When this message is sent to the controller the next slide will be loaded and shown on the screen. 
If we are on the last slide the message will be ignored. No data can be associated with the 
message. 
 

• “previous” 
When this message is sent to the controller the previous slide will be loaded and shown on the 
screen. If we are on the first slide the message will be ignored. No data can be associated with the 
message. 

 

4.5.2 Shared states 
In order for all the VASE clients to show the same slide in the image viewer plug-in the index of the 
slide must be shared. This can be done with a message passing approach, but this would require that 
we take care of the consistency problems that occur when new clients connect by sending some kind of 
update message to that client. A simpler approach is to use the VASE shared states. This is the 
approach chosen in the vpiImage plug-in. One shared block is allocated in the repository - the index of 
the current slide shown. When any client loads a new image this block is updated and the change 
propagated over the network. When a new client connects the index of the current slide will 
automatically be retrieved from the shared state repository. Since the correct index of the current slide 
always will be located in the repository any consistency problems will never occur. 
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As a future improvement the list of slides could be retrieved from an URL. In the current version the 
images that should be part of the slide show must explicitly be defined in the configuration file. If an 
URL is provided, the images that can’t be found on the local machine could be downloaded from that 
location. This way a new slide-show could be created by one person and uploaded to an internet page. 
The URL to this page could then be emailed to the other persons that we want to show it to. They add 
this URL in the configuration file for the vpiImage plug-in and when the VASE application is executed 
the images will automatically be downloaded and displayed. 
 

4.6 VpiPoller 
The vpiPoller plug-in was developed to measure the performance of the network when several VASE 
clients are connected on the LAN. The network performance can be measured in two ways, either by 
using a message passing approach or by using the shared states in VASE. With both of these methods 
the network protocol that shall be used in the test can be chosen. These can either be the datagram 
based UDP protocol or the connection oriented TCP protocol. A vpiPoller does not have any geometric 
representation. It is only placed in the environment to send and receive occasional messages or handle 
shared state updates. 
 

4.6.1 Interaction 
A performance test is started by interacting with the vpiPoller via keyboard interactions. Since the 
vpiPoller doesn’t have any physical representation it is not possible to give it focus. There is simply 
nothing to interact with. Therefore the vpiPoller listens on inactive keyboard interaction messages. The 
keyboard keys defined to commence a performance test are F5 through F8. F5 starts a test using 
message passing sent using UDP. F6 does the same test but sends the messages using TCP instead. F7 
initiates a shared state oriented performance test using UDP and F8 the same test but using TCP.  
 

4.6.2 Network performance testing 
The performance test is performed by distributing a message or a state change over the network. The 
client that initialised the test will be assigned to be supervisor of that test. The supervisor will start a 
timer when the first message is sent and then wait for a response from every other connected client. 
When the last client has replied the timer is turned off and the total time of the test calculated and 
displayed. The time when each reply is received is also displayed together with the network ID of the 
client the response came from. This way we will also get an individual performance measure between 
two clients.  
 

4.7 VpiTextArea 
The vpiTextArea plug-in is primarily used to send text messages to other plug-ins, but can also be used 
as a simple chat console. It is built as a simple quad with a texture mapped onto it. It listens to any 
keyboard key pressed when it has focus and modifies the texture on the quad so that the text is 
displayed. When a row has been typed and enter is pressed the text will be compiled into a local 
message. Since these messages are written in run-time by the user any type of message can be 
compiled. The receiving plug-in is defined in the configuration file and this cannot be changed in run-
time. If no receiver is defined vpiTextArea will just function as a distributed text chat. Any text 
displayed on a vpiTextArea instance will also be shown on the network replicas on other clients. 
 

4.7.1 Shared states 
The shared states in the vpiTextArea plug-in are one block for each row in the display and two integers 
for the current row and column the curser currently is located at. Each character written will generate 
an update message to the shared state repository. The whole current row is then distributed over the 
network together with the new position of the cursor. This way the vpiTextArea keeps its consistence 
over the network and it is possible for multiple users to write on the same row. Although there’s a 
small delay due to network lag before the characters are displayed in all the clients that makes it 
difficult for multiple users to simultaneously compose a message. 
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4.7.2 Future improvement 
A future improvement would be to define some kind of prefix, like ‘\’, that defined that the following 
text is a command for either a plug-in or the VASE main module. This way the vpiTextArea could be 
configured during run-time and e.g. the receiver changed or states in different plug-ins explicitly 
changed in order to easier test them. Commands could also be control messages to the main module 
controlling the behaviour of it and maybe even setting system parameters, like for example the field of 
view parameter in VRT. This would make the whole VASE application easier to debug and a more 
enjoyable environment to be in. 

 

4.8 VpiVNC 
The VNC plug-in enables us to have a 3D VNC client in our environment. A VNC client connects to 
another computer running the VNC server and can remote control this computer. The server sends 
updates of its screen to the client and the VNC plug-in compiles these updates into a texture that is 
applied to a quad surface. Every interaction event generated by the user is forwarded to the VNC 
server which interprets them as normal interaction events. The VNC server doesn’t have to run on any 
specific platform, as long as a VNC server can be started there. This enables us to connect to a 
machine running UNIX, LINUX or Windows. If several VNC plug-ins are initialised we can have an 
environment with several computers that we can remote control were all are running different OS. 
 

 
Figure 4.1: An VASE application running four VNC plug-in instances. Two are running Linux  
and one is running Windows 2000. 

 

4.8.1 Local messages handled 
The VNC plug-in handles a number of local messages which enables us to connect to a VNC server. 
These messages are used when a vpiTextArea plug-in is used as a login prompt. The rows typed in are 
interpreted as different messages defining the server name, password and port VNC should connect to. 
The local messages handled by the VNC plug-in are listed below. 
 

“fullscreen” • 
This message will calculate a point in space where the camera should be positioned and the 
direction in which it should look at in order for the whole VNC window to be shown in full 
screen mode. This information is sent to the Avatar plug-in via the “positionavatar” message 
and the Avatar will move to that position and look in the provided direction. The VNC plug-in 
will get focus when this message is received.  
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“text” • 
This message is sent to the VNC plug-in when a server name, password or port number is 
provided. Often this message is sent from the TextArea plug-in associated with the VNC 
plug-in, but this message can also be sent from defined hotkeys and other plug-ins. The user 
data provided is interpreted differently depending on the state of the VNC plug-in. If we 
aren’t connected to any server the first “text” message received is interpreted as the name of 
the VNC server we want to connect to. If the server already is defined we assume that the user 
data is the password to the server. In case the password also is defined the user data is the port 
number. If we already are connected to a server we listen for the user data to be “logout”, 
“quit” or “exit”. In that case we logout from the VNC server and waits for a new connection 
message. 

 

4.8.2 Shared states 
The VNC plug-in allocates three shared blocks in the repository. These are the server name of the 
VNC server we are connected to, the password to this server and the port we are communication over. 
This means that when a client connects to a VNC server the other clients in the same world will also 
connect to the same server. 
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5 Evaluation and future improvements 
 

5.1 Future improvements 
There exist some possible improvements that would be nice to implement in the VASE framework. 
These improvements would enhance the usability of the framework and make it an even better toolkit 
for the creation of diverse distributed virtual environments. 
 

5.1.1 Attach a plug-in to another plug-in 
There are some plug-ins that have a close relationship with other plug-ins and they may often want to 
coexist in the same world and they are often also spatially close to each other. This relationship does 
not have to be mutual though. One plug-in might be dependant of another, but the other one is not at all 
dependant of the first. This is for example the case with the vpiWhiteboard plug-in. In order to be able 
to change the colour of the pen or to change the tool you work with, you need to have a number of 
buttons that controls this. In the whiteboard case the vpiController plug-in is used for this. Without a 
correctly initialised vpiController associated with the vpiWhiteboard it looses most of its functionality 
and is then practically useless. The vpiController plug-in on the other hand is not at all dependant of 
the vpiWhiteboard plug-in. 
 
To solve this we could enable a plug-in to load plug-ins of its own. A LoadPlugin() callback could be 
provided in the vpiContext struct and attached to a VPI base class method. The VPIs could then create 
their own plug-ins and attach them to a VRT node in their own scenegraph sub tree. Whenever the VPI 
root node is translated or transformed this will affect the whole VPI sub tree, and especially the 
attached plug-in. The attached plug-in could easily be spatially located exactly were it should be 
relative to its parent VPI and any transformation applied to the parent would not alter this relationship. 
 

5.1.2 Improved network performance 
Not much work has been put into the efficiency of the network. In order to speed up the data 
communication there exist several techniques [9] that can be applied. This work is not considered part 
of the framework design, but instead it is an implementation issue for the plug-ins. Therefore it is out 
of the scope of this Master’s Thesis, but of course a very interesting aspect to look into. 
 

5.1.3 A graphical editor for the VASE configuration files 
During the development of VASE a number of test worlds were set up. Although the configuration file 
makes it very easy to choose exactly what plug-ins you want to use and placing them in the world at 
different locations, it turned out that it was very difficult to spatially place the VPIs precisely in the 
world. This was most evident when two rotated plug-ins had to keep some spatial relation between 
themselves. When one plug-in is moved it is very difficult to keep this relationship intact by only 
editing the configuration file. Often it required that a configuration file was created by feel and then 
tested. The world created by this file was checked and often there were several spatial relations 
between plug-ins that simply were not as desired. The configuration file was then manipulated again 
and tested. Before a VASE world had been created to satisfaction this process had to be repeated a 
number of times.  
 
To avoid this time consuming set up of a VASE world a graphical editor would be very beneficial. A 
simple approach would be to have some kind of editor mode. In this mode the user could manipulate 
and insert objects in the world. The available VPIs should be presented on some kind of list in the 
virtual environment and when new VPI instances are inserted they are chosen from this list. The 
created plug-in would then be loaded and pop up in the world. By interacting with the VPIs the 
position and orientation of each VPI could then be changed. Instead of responding as they normally 
would, when the user is in normal mode, the spatial location of the plug-in would change. This would 
lead to a kind of drag-and-drop way of creating new worlds. 
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A simple way of implementing this would be to develop a VASE plug-in that queried the position and 
rotation of the VPI root node of every plug-in. Information about every VPI is stored in the main 
module and this could be used to provide the Editor plug-in with the requested information. When a 
VPI instance is moved the translation and rotation could be applied directly to the VPI root node. 
When the user is contempt with the appearance of his world the transformation matrix for each VPI 
root node is retrieved and a new configuration file is generated and stored to disk. By following this 
approach we avoid to have to change the existing plug-ins, and when new plug-ins are developed they 
do not have to implement any support for the editor. The disadvantage is that since the Editor plug-in 
does not communicate with the VPIs directly, but retrieves the requested information from the VMM, 
there’s no way to know what initial states, i.e. what XML elements, apart from the position and 
orientation exist in each VPI. Therefore these cannot be set in the generated configuration file. This 
must be done manually by editing the configuration file. It would of course be desirable to be able to 
e.g. right click on a VPI instance and get a drop down menu were the initial data could be defined for 
that plug-in, but this would require some kind of scheme of retrieving the possible states of each plug-
in. Perhaps the use of a document type definition (DTD) for each plug-in could solve this, or by having 
some kind of special message handled by the VPIs. 
 

5.2 Evaluation and conclusion 
The VASE framework has been tested both by the plug-ins developed during the development and by 
other programmers building plug-ins for the framework. These programmers had to learn the concept 
of the framework from scratch and could provide feedback on the design issues from another point of 
view. Two such VPI projects have been in progress during the development of the VASE framework. 
The first project, that started rather early on, was integrated into the same workspace as the VASE 
framework. Since it was under constant modification the latest version of the framework was always 
needed to get this plug-in to work together with the other plug-ins. The other project, which was 
initiated later on, was developed as a stand-alone project having only access to the binary files. During 
the development of these projects there were some plug-in specific features needed by the plug-ins that 
were not provided by the VASE framework. This was mostly because of the fact that the framework 
also was under development, especially during the development of the first VPI project. The diversity 
of the possible plug-ins made it easy to make mistakes in the framework design that restricted the plug-
in programmer. The latter VPI project was more a proof of the VASE framework concept, and the 
potential of the design was clearly shown. A plug-in with network capabilities can be built fairly 
quickly and the framework design is easy to understand and use. I have great expectations that the 
VASE framework can be used and taken advantage of in many future virtual environments, also non-
educational ditto. 
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6 Abbreviations 
 
API  Application Programming Interface 
CVE  Collaborative Virtual Environment 
CVEL  Collaborative Virtual Environments for Learning 
DIS  Distributed Interactive Simulation 
DLL  Dynamic Linked Library 
DTD  Document Type Definition 
DVE  Distributed Virtual Environment 
HLA  High Level Architecture 
LAN  Local Area Network 
MCG  Multiplayer Computer Games 
MUD  Multi-User Domains 
NPSNET  Naval Postgraduate School Networked Vehicle Simulator 
SDK  Software Developer Kit 
SIMNET  Simulation Network 
VASE  Visualization and Simulation Environment 
VMM  VASE Main Module 
VPI  VASE Plug-In 
VR  Virtual Reality 
VRT  Virtual Reality Toolkit 
XML  Extensible Markup Language 
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VASE framework Data Structure Index 
VASE framework Data Structures 
Here are the data structures with brief descriptions: 

ClientInfo (Holds information about a VASE client) ...................................................................... 46 
HotkeyList (Handles the hotkeys) ..................................................................................................... 48 
ParseOverrideList (Enables the user to override parts of the configuration file) ......................... 49 
ParseStateInfo (The state of the XML parser) ................................................................................. 51 
vpiClass (This is the base class for the VASE plug-ins) ................................................................... 53 
vpiClassInstance (Keeps track of the properties of a VASE plug-in instance) .............................. 59 
vpiContext (Contains function pointers used by the plug-ins) ........................................................ 60 
vpiEnvironment_collision (Used in the collision detection) ............................................................. 62 
vpiInfo (Stores information about a VPI instance) .......................................................................... 63 
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VASE framework Data Structure Documentation 
ClientInfo  Struct Reference 
Holds information about a VASE client.  
#include <vase.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• char configfile [1024] 

Configuration file identifier or the current "world" the client has loaded. 
 

• void * allocationlist [2048] 
Array of pointers to the shared data that client has allocated in the shared state repository. 
 

• int nallocations 
Number of entries in the allocationlist. 
 

• int networkid 
The network identification of the VASE client. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
Holds information about a VASE client. 
 
Holds information about the connected network clients. Used to enable the VASE clients to keep track 
of each other. Also needed to make the shared state repository work and ensure that clients that reside 
in different worlds don't share unwanted information.  
 
 

Field Documentation 

void* ClientInfo::allocationlist[2048] 
Array of pointers to the shared data that client has allocated in the shared state repository. 
Used when shared states are deallocated from the repository and in case the client acting as the Streep server 
shuts down. The server shutdown handling has not been implemented yet. The array will be needed in order 
to know what data that need to be replicated by the client taking over the Streep server.  

char ClientInfo::configfile[1024] 
Configuration file identifier or the current "world" the client has loaded. 
Used to tag the shared blocks allocated by this client in the shared state repository.  Stored as the path to the 
configuration file from the location of the executable (vase.exe).  

 
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 
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vase.h • 
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HotkeyList  Struct Reference 
Handles the hotkeys.  
#include <vase.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• int key [MAX_HOTKEYS] 

The virtual key code of the hotkey. 
 

• char * receiver [MAX_HOTKEYS] 
The receiver of the message. 
 

• char * msg [MAX_HOTKEYS] 
The message sent to the receiver. 
 

• char * data [MAX_HOTKEYS] 
Additional data associated with the message. 
 

• int nkeys 
The number of hotkeys declared. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
Handles the hotkeys. 
 
Struct handling the hotkeys, if any are defined in the configuration file. The number of hotkeys are 
limited to  MAX_HOTKEYS. Before a keypress is sent to the plug-ins this struct is searched for the key 
pressed. If the key is defined as a hotkey it will be found in the struct and the message associated to 
that key sent to the receiver. The keypress will then not be distributed to the plug-ins. If the key 
pressed is not found in the list the plug-ins will receive a call to the Interaction() method.  
 
 

Field Documentation 

char* HotkeyList::data[MAX_HOTKEYS] 
Additional data associated with the message. 
Can also be NULL.  

 
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 

vase.h • 
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ParseOverrideList  Struct Reference 
Enables the user to override parts of the configuration file.  
#include <vase.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• char * name [256] 

The plug-in instance name that has a paramter overridden. 
 

• char * element [256] 
The element in the configuration file that should be overridden. 
 

• char * data [256] 
The new value for the element. 
 

• int used [256] 
Set to 1 if the overriding has been applied for the tuple i. 
 

• int count 
The number of overriding tuples that the user has given. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
Enables the user to override parts of the configuration file. 
 
Used with the XML-parser to enable the user to override parts of the configuration file with the 
program arguments given at startup or the parameter passed to the Restart() function. Replaces values 
in the .vas file with the values set by the user. Each overriding command is a 3-tuple consisting of 
name, element and data. Example: "client size 2.0" will search for a  plug-in instance called "client" 
and the element "size" and override whatever value that was declared in the configuration file with the 
new value "2.0".  
 
 

Field Documentation 

int ParseOverrideList::used[256] 
Set to 1 if the overriding has been applied for the tuple i. 
Enables the user to override elements that doesn't exist in the configuration file, i.e adds a method for adding 
new pararmeters to a plug-in instance without having to edit the configuration file.  

 
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 

vase.h • 
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ParseStateInfo  Struct Reference 
The state of the XML parser.  
#include <vase.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• char * name 

Name of the current plug-in instance that is being parsed. 
 

• char * type 
Type of the current plug-in instance that is being parsed. 
 

• char * params [256] 
An array of all the parameters found when parsing the configurationfile. 
 

• int paramcount 
The number of parameters found. 
 

• int state 
The nesting level the parser currently is in. 
 

• XML_Parser parser 
The XML parser instance. 
 

• char * taglist [1024] 
A list of the XML tags found inside a "component". 
 

• int tagid [1024] 
The number of tags of  taglist[i] type found. 
 

• int ntags 
The total number of different tags found. 
 

• int latestindex 
To keep track of the latest parameter tag in the taglist we are working on. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
The state of the XML parser. 
 
Struct keeping track of the state of the XML parser and the parameters found for each plug-in in the 
XML document.  
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The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 

vase.h • 
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vpiClass  Class Reference 
This is the base class for the VASE plug-ins.  
#include <vpiclass.h> 
 

Public Methods 
• virtual void Init (char *name, vpiContext *vpictx, VRT_Context *pvrtctx, VRT_Node *parent, char 

**params, int pnetworkid) 
The VASE main module calls this method when the plug-in is created. 
 

• virtual float HitTest (float *ray) 
This method tests if a 3-dimensional ray intersects with any of the VRT nodes in a VPI. 
 

• virtual void Interaction (int action, int keyboard_key, float *ray, int *mousepos, MSG msg) 
This method handles the user inputs forwarded to us by the VASE main module. 
 

• virtual void Focus () 
When a VPI instance gets focus this method is called enabling the VPI to act on this. 
 

• virtual void LostFocus () 
When a VPI instance has lost the focus this method is called enabling the VPI to act on this. 
 

• virtual void Close (int netid) 
The VASE main module calls this method when a local plug-in is deallocated or when a network client in 
the same world has disconnected. 
 

• virtual void SendMessage (char *receiver, char *message, void *usrdata) 
Local messages can be sent by a call to this method. 
 

• virtual void ProcessMessage (char *sender, char *message, void *usrdata) 
This method receives the local messages sent by the SendMessage method. 
 

• virtual void SendDistributedMessage (char *group, char *message, int flags) 
Distributed network messages can be sent by a call to this method. 
 

• virtual void ProcessDistributedMessage (char *sender, char *message) 
When a distributed message is sent over the network to a VPI this method will receive it. 
 

• virtual void Restart (char *cmd) 
A call to this method will restart the whole VASE application. 
 

• virtual int GetVpiCount () 
This method requests the total number of VPI instances that has been created by the VASE main module. 
 

• virtual int GetClientCount () 
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This function requests the total number of VASE clients that has connected to the LAN on the same port as 
us. 
 

• virtual vpiInfo * GetVpiInfo (int id) 
Enables the VPIs to get information about a specific VPI instance. 
 

• virtual void * AllocateSharedData (char *blockname, int size, void *data) 
This method is used by the VPIs in the InitSharedData method when shared data is allocated. 
 

• virtual void UpdateRepository (void *data, int flags) 
When a local copy of a shared variable has been changed the shared state repository needs an explicit call 
that this block is no longer up to date. 
 

• virtual void InitSharedData (int netid) 
Inits the shared variables. 
 

• virtual void HandleSharedDataUpdate (void *in) 
If another client updates any of the allocated shared variables in a VPI it will generate a call to this method. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
This is the base class for the VASE plug-ins. 
 
Each plug-in inherits some basic functionality from this class. It defines the framework that every 
plug-in must be built around and gives all the plug-in classes a common structure. When a new plug-in 
is developed it must follow this framework in order to function with vase.exe and other plug-ins.  
 
 

Member Function Documentation 

void * vpiClass::AllocateSharedData (char * blockname, int size, void * data) [virtual] 
This method is used by the VPIs in the InitSharedData method when shared data is allocated. 
The shared state repository is checked for the requested block and is either created or fetched depending on 
whether it already has been created by another client or not. 
Parameters:  

blockname  The name of the block in the repository that we want to allocate or get a reference to.  
size  The number of bytes we want to store.  
data  The initial data value stored if the block doesn't exist in the shared state repository.  

void vpiClass::Close (int netid) [virtual] 
The VASE main module calls this method when a local plug-in is deallocated or when a network client in 
the same world has disconnected. 
In order for the VPIs to make clean deallocations of VRT nodes, VRT geometries and other allocated 
memory associated with network clients it must be done in this method. When the local plug-in is unloaded 
by the VMM this method will be called with the parameter this.networkid. This can be used as the destructor 
for your VPI, but you should preferably use the destructor for this.  
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void vpiClass::Focus () [virtual] 
When a VPI instance gets focus this method is called enabling the VPI to act on this. 
 
See also:  

LostFocus  

int vpiClass::GetClientCount () [virtual] 
This function requests the total number of VASE clients that has connected to the LAN on the same port as 
us. 
 
Returns:  

The total number of clients connected to the LAN.  

int vpiClass::GetVpiCount () [virtual] 
This method requests the total number of VPI instances that has been created by the VASE main module. 
 
Returns:  

The total number of VPI instances created.  

vpiInfo * vpiClass::GetVpiInfo (int id) [virtual] 
Enables the VPIs to get information about a specific VPI instance. 
The plug-in is identified by an integer representing the index in the plug-in list located in the VMM that is 
checked. 
Parameters:  

id  An integer identifying the VPI instance.  
Returns:  

A vpiInfo struct containing information about a VPI instance.  

void vpiClass::HandleSharedDataUpdate (void * in) [virtual] 
If another client updates any of the allocated shared variables in a VPI it will generate a call to this method. 
A pointer to the local copy of the data is provided to identify the variable. The new data value will 
automatically be stored in the local copy. 
Parameters:  

in  A pointer to the local copy of the shared variable. 
See also:  

UpdateRepository , InitSharedData , AllocateSharedData  

float vpiClass::HitTest (float * ray) [virtual] 
This method tests if a 3-dimensional ray intersects with any of the VRT nodes in a VPI. 
Each node in the VPI node tree is checked. Nodes that have been created directly under the VRT root node 
will not be part of the hit test. 
Parameters:  

ray  A float[6] were the first three elements is the starting position and the last three elements is the 
direction of the ray. 

Returns:  
The distance to the nearest node hit. If no intersection occurred the method will return -1. 

See also:  
VRT_IntersectRayNodes  
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void vpiClass::Init (char * name, vpiContext * vpictx, VRT_Context * pvrtctx, VRT_Node * 
parent, char ** params, int pnetworkid) [virtual] 

The VASE main module calls this method when the plug-in is created. 
States of the VMM and common VPI initial data that each plug-in needs is provided. The parsed data from 
the configuration file is also provided in the params array. This array must be parsed by the VPI to get the 
initial data. 
Parameters:  

name  The instance name of the VPI.  
vpictx  A vpiContext struct providing the VPI with the callback functions needed.  
pvrtctx  A VRT_Context struct for synchronization of the VRT instance in the VPI with the one in the 
VMM.  
parent  The VPI root node provided by the VMM.  
params  A character string array providing the VPI with the data from the configuration file.  
pnetworkid  The unique network ID for the local VASE client.  

void vpiClass::InitSharedData (int netid) [virtual] 
Inits the shared variables. 
This method is called when the VPI is initialised or when another VPI of the same type connects to the 
LAN. 
Parameters:  

netid  The network identification of the connected client. If netid is equal to the local network ID this 
method was called from the Init method  at the initialisation of the local VPI. 

See also:  
AllocateSharedData , Init  

void vpiClass::Interaction (int action, int keyboard_key, float * ray, int * mousepos, MSG msg) 
[virtual] 

This method handles the user inputs forwarded to us by the VASE main module. 
There are a number of actions defined in vpiClass.h that can be received. Information from the VMM is 
provided to simplify the interaction process. In case additional information is needed the MSG struct 
received from VRT is also provided. 
Parameters:  

action  The VASE interaction message generated by the user interaction.  
keyboard_key  The keyboard key that generated the interaction if it was a keyboard interaction. This 
parameter is provided to simplify the keyboard interaction handling.  
ray  A float[6] representing a calculated interaction ray from the mouse pointer position to the point 
were the ray intersects the nearest surface in the scene.  
mousepos  Current position of the mouse pointer.  
msg  The MSG struct provided to the VMM by VRT that generated this interaction call. Used if 
additional information about the interaction event is needed.  

void vpiClass::LostFocus () [virtual] 
When a VPI instance has lost the focus this method is called enabling the VPI to act on this. 
 
See also:  

Focus  

void vpiClass::ProcessDistributedMessage (char * sender, char * message) [virtual] 
When a distributed message is sent over the network to a VPI this method will receive it. 
Network initialisation messages are handled in this method in the VPI base class implementation. Therefore 
it is important for the plug-in programmer to first call vpiClass::ProcessDistributedMessage in order to 
make the plug-in function over the network. 
Parameters:  
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sender  The sender of the distributed message.  
message  The message received.  

See also:  
SendDistributedMessage  

void vpiClass::ProcessMessage (char * sender, char * message, void * usrdata) [virtual] 
This method receives the local messages sent by the SendMessage method. 
 
Parameters:  

sender  The sender of the message. Can either be "vase" or a VPI instance name.  
message  The message sent.  
usrdata  The data associated with the message. 

See also:  
SendMessage  

void vpiClass::Restart (char * cmd) [virtual] 
A call to this method will restart the whole VASE application. 
This is done when we want to invoke a world change. A new command line character string is provided that 
will be parsed by the VMM. Every VPI will be deallocated and a new configuration file will be parsed. 
Sending a disconnection message will alert the network. When entering the new world a connection 
message is broadcasted announcing our presence. 
Parameters:  

cmd  A character string representing the new command line for the VASE main module.  

void vpiClass::SendDistributedMessage (char * group, char * message, int flags) [virtual] 
Distributed network messages can be sent by a call to this method. 
The message is a character string and it can be sent by using either TCP or UDP. The receivers are identified 
by the VPI instance name. If the message is sent to myname it will be received by the same VPI instance as 
the sender on the other network clients. 
Parameters:  

group  The VPI instance name on the network clients that the message should be received by.  
message  A character string representing the message sent.  
flags  The protocol used. Can either be SR_TCP or SR_UDP.  

void vpiClass::SendMessage (char * receiver, char * message, void * usrdata) [virtual] 
Local messages can be sent by a call to this method. 
The receiver name can either be "vase" or a VPI instance name. The message sent is a character string and 
the message can be associated with some user defined data. 
Parameters:  

receiver  The receiver name. Can either be "vase" or a VPI instance name.  
message  A character string representing the message sent.  
usrdata  Additional data associated with the message. 

See also:  
ProcessMessage  

void vpiClass::UpdateRepository (void * data, int flags) [virtual] 
When a local copy of a shared variable has been changed the shared state repository needs an explicit call 
that this block is no longer up to date. 
This is done by a call to this method. An update message will be distributed over the network to every VPI 
instance that subscribes to this block. The HandleSharedDataUpdate method in these VPIs will be called. 
Parameters:  
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data  A pointer to the local copy of the shared variable that has been changed.  
flags  The protocol used to send the update message. Can be either SR_TCP or SR_UDP. 

See also:  
HandleSharedDataUpdate  

 
The documentation for this class was generated from the following files: 

• vpiclass.h 
• vpiclass.cpp 
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vpiClassInstance  Struct Reference 
Keeps track of the properties of a VASE plug-in instance.  
#include <vase.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• vpiClass * vpi 

Pointer to the VPI instance. 
 

• vpiInfo info 
Stores the name and type of a VPI instance. 
 

• VRT_Node * node 
The VPI root node. 
 

• HINSTANCE library 
For unloading the VPI. 
 

• void * subscriptionlist [1024] 
An array of the shared state subscriptions a plugin has. 
 

• int nsubscriptions 
Number of subscriptions in the subscriptionlist. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
Keeps track of the properties of a VASE plug-in instance. 
 
 
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 

vase.h • 
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vpiContext  Struct Reference 
Contains function pointers used by the plug-ins.  
#include <vpiclass.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• SendMessageFunc * SendMessage 

Used when sending local messages. 
 

• SendDistributedMessageFunc * SendDistributedMessage 
Used when sending network messages. 
 

• GetVpiInfoFunc * GetVpiInfo 
This function requests information from the VASE main module about a specific VPI. 
 

• GetVpiCountFunc * GetVpiCount 
This function requests the total number of VPI instances that has been created by the VASE main module. 
 

• GetClientCountFunc * GetClientCount 
This function requests the total number of VASE clients that has connected to the LAN. 
 

• RestartFunc * Restart 
A call to this function will invoke a world change in vase. 
 

• AllocateSharedDataFunc * AllocateSharedData 
Used when a VPI wants to allocate a shared block in the shared state repository. 
 

• UpdateRepositoryFunc * UpdateRepository 
Explicit call to the VASE main module that a shared state needs to be updated in the repository. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
Contains function pointers used by the plug-ins. 
 
This struct contain the function pointers to the plug-in call back functions. The function bodies are 
located in the VASE main module.  
 
 

Field Documentation 

GetVpiInfoFunc* vpiContext::GetVpiInfo 
This function requests information from the VASE main module about a specific VPI. 
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The VPI is identified by an integer.  

RestartFunc* vpiContext::Restart 
A call to this function will invoke a world change in vase. 
A new configuration file will be parsed.  

SendDistributedMessageFunc* vpiContext::SendDistributedMessage 
Used when sending network messages. 
Messages can be sent to the VASE main modules or to other plug-ins.  

SendMessageFunc* vpiContext::SendMessage 
Used when sending local messages. 
Messages can be sent to the VASE main module or to another plug-in.  

 
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 

vpiclass.h • 
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vpiEnvironment_collision  Struct Reference 
Used in the collision detection.  
#include <vpiclass.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• float direction [3] 

The direction the avatar wants to move in. 
 

• int npoints 
Number of collision points on the avatar model. 
 

• float points [3 *32] 
An array of the points on the avatar model checked for collision. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
Used in the collision detection. 
 
Used when performing collision detection between the avatar and the environment. The avatar plug-in 
fills this  struct with data and sends it in a message to the environment plug-in. The environment 
calculates valid positions for the points provided and the avatar uses these to position itself in the 
world.  
 
 

Field Documentation 

float vpiEnvironment_collision::points[3*32] 
An array of the points on the avatar model checked for collision. 
Each point is represented in 3D by a float[3].  

 
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 

vpiclass.h • 
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vpiInfo  Struct Reference 
Stores information about a VPI instance.  
#include <vpiclass.h> 
 

Data Fields 
• char * name 

The VPI instance name. 
 

• char * type 
The type of the VPI. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
Stores information about a VPI instance. 
 
 
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file: 

vpiclass.h • 
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VASE framework File Documentation 
vase.cpp File Reference 
  
 

Functions 
• vpiClass * LoadPlugin (char *name, HINSTANCE *lib) 

Loads a plug-in DLL and calls the LoadComponent function in that DLL. 
 

• char * getattr (const char **atts, char *att) 
Searches the atts array for the string att. 
 

• void reportxmlerror (char *mess) 
Opens up a message box with an error message if an error occurs when parsing the configuration file. 
 

• void __cdecl chardatahandler (void *userData, const XML_Char *s, int len) 
Callback function used with the XML parser handling character data. 
 

• void __cdecl starthandler (void *userdata, const XML_Char *name, const XML_Char **atts) 
Callback function called by the XML parser when a start tag is found. 
 

• void __cdecl endhandler (void *userdata, const XML_Char *name) 
Callback function called by the XML parser when an end tag is found. 
 

• int CreatePlugins (char *filename) 
Parses the configuration file (XML). 
 

• void DeletePlugins (void) 
Deletes the created plug-ins and unloads the plugin DLLs. 
 

• void BuildScene (char *fn) 
Loads the configuration file (XML) and calls the function CreatePlugins to create the plugins as they are 
described by the configuration file. 
 

• int VRT_CalcPointingRay (int x, int y, float *raypos, float *raydir) 
Calculates a ray in 3D. 
 

• int picktest (int x, int y, float *ray) 
Checks for interaction between a ray in 3D and the VRT scenegraph of each VPI. 
 

• int word2int (unsigned short s) 
Converts an integer stored as a WORD to an int. 
 

• void BroadcastKeyAction (int action, WPARAM wParam, float *ray, int *mousexy, MSG msg) 
This function is called when a key is pressed. 
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• VRT_HookPtr SimulationLoop (MSG msg) 

The main loop registered as callback function for VRT. 
 

• void SendMessage (vpiClass *vpi, char *receiver, char *message, void *data) 
Sending local messages. 
 

• void SendDistributedMessage (vpiClass *vpi, char *group, char *message, int flags) 
This function sends messages over the network to other clients using the shared Streep repository block 
pointed to by networkmessage. 
 

• vpiInfo * GetVpiInfo (vpiClass *vpi, int id) 
This function returns information about the requested plug-in. 
 

• int GetVpiCount (vpiClass *vpi) 
This function returns the total number of plug-in instances that has been created by the VASE main module. 
 

• int GetClientCount (vpiClass *vpi) 
This function returns the total number clients that has connected to the LAN on the same port as us. 
 

• void Restart (vpiClass *vpi, char *cmd) 
This function will restart VASE. 
 

• void * AllocateSharedData (vpiClass *vpi, char *block, int size, void *data) 
Enables a VPI to create blocks or subscribe to blocks in the shared state repository. 
 

• void FreeSharedData (void *p) 
Frees a shared data instance and removes it from the subscriptionlist in the VPIs that subscribe to that post. 
 

• void StreepMessageHandler (SR *sr, void *p) 
Update function used by streep. 
 

• void StreepDeletionHandler (SR *sr, void *p) 
Callback function registered in Streep that handles the deletion of shared blocks. 
 

• SR * CreateRepository (char *ip, int port) 
Startup function for the Streep repository. 
 

• void LoadVRTAPI () 
This function will try to load the vrt32.dll and get the VRT API. 
 

• void UnloadVRTAPI () 
Unloads the vrt32.dll and deletes the vrt interface retrieved in LoadVRTAPI(). 
 

• void ParseArguments (LPSTR cmd) 
Parses the command line argument. 
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• void InitVase (void) 
Initializes callback functions and variables in VASE. 
 

• void CloseVase () 
Handles the closing of the shared state repository and the network connection. 
 

 

Variables 
• HINSTANCE VRT_DLL 

The VRT API handle. 
 

• vpiContext vpictx 
Struct with function pointers passed to the VPIs. 
 

• jmp_buf savedenvironment 
Stores the applications initial state. 
 

• vpiClassInstance plugins [MAX_PLUGINS] 
Holds information about created VPIs. 
 

• int nplugins 
Number of plug-ins created. 
 

• int focusid 
The ID of the plug-in that currently has focus. 
 

• int mousexy [2] 
Last mouse position. 
 

• int rbuttondown 
Current state of the mouse buttons. 
 

• int pointingrayactive 
Current state of the avatar pointingray. 
 

• int windowheight 
Size of our window. 
 

• char * argument 
The command line argument passed to the main function. 
 

• char orgdirectory [1024] 
The directory path to where we started VASE. 
 

• HotkeyList hotkeys 
A list of the hotkeys defined in the configuration file. 
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• char * clientlist 

A shared state that indicates the existence of other network clients. 
 

• SR * globalsr = NULL 
The shared state repository. 
 

• int networkid 
Our client's network ID. 
 

• char * networkmessage 
A shared state used when sending distributed messages. 
 

• ClientInfo clientinfo [MAXCLIENTS] 
Holds information about clients. 
 

• int * nclients = NULL 
Shared state representing the total number of VASE clients connected. 
 

• int connection_port = 1500 
The port all network data should be sent on. 
 

 
 

Detailed Description 
  
Author:  

Björn Andersson 
Date:  

2002-08-12 
This is the main application for the VASE project. It has four main tasks: 
1. Parsing the configuration file (XML) and handling the creation and initialisation of new 
plug-in instances. 
2. Handle the message passing between plug-ins both locally and over the network. 
3. Handle user input and distribute it to the plug-ins 
4. Handle shared data. Implements a shared state repository using Streep. 
 
 

Function Documentation 

void* AllocateSharedData (vpiClass * vpi, char * block, int size, void * data) 
Enables a VPI to create blocks or subscribe to blocks in the shared state repository. 
The block name will be concatenated with some VASE client specific information, i.e the VPI instance 
name and the configuration file name. This enables us to uniquely identify blocks in the repository and 
hopefully avoid conflicts when clients reside in different configuration files. 
The client acting as Streep server allocates all the shared data. If a client acting as a Streep client (i.e. the 
rest of the network clients) calls this function and the block doesn't exist in the repository a distributed 
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message will be sent to the Streep server asking it to allocate the block. The client fetches then a local copy 
of the shared data. 
Pointers to the shared data that each VPI has allocated are stored in the subscriptionlist in the 
vpiClassInstance struct. This enables us know exactly which references to shared data that belongs to each 
VPI in the StreepMessageHandler function. 
The client acting as Streep server keeps track of which network client, identified by the network ID, that 
asked it to allocated each block. Pointers to this shared data are stored in the allocationlist array in the 
ClientInfo struct for that client. 
Parameters:  

vpi  A pointer to the calling VPI instance.  
block  The name of the block to be created or subscribed to.  
size  Size of the data field to be created or subscribed to.  
data  The initial value set if block doesn't exist. 

Returns:  
A pointer to a local copy of the shared data. This memory space is created by Streep for us and can be 
used in the HandleSharedDataUpdate method in the plug-ins to identify which repository data block 
that has been updated. For a more detailed description of how this work please see the Streep 
documentation. 

See also:  
StreepMessageHandler, StreepDeletionHandler  

void BroadcastKeyAction (int action, WPARAM wParam, float * ray, int * mousexy, MSG msg) 
This function is called when a key is pressed. 
The action is distributed to every VPI instance through a call to vpiClass::Interaction. 
Parameters:  

action  The action performed by the user. Can be either keyup or keydown.  
wParam  Stores additional information about the action.  
ray  A float[6] representing an interaction ray.  
mousexy  A int[2] containing the current mouse x and y position.  
msg  Additional information not used by most receivers. It is a copy of the msg variable passed to 
VASE by VRT.  

void BuildScene (char * fn) 
Loads the configuration file (XML) and calls the function CreatePlugins to create the plugins as they are 
described by the configuration file. 
 
Parameters:  

fn  Path to the VASE configuration file..  
See also:  

CreatePlugins  

void CloseVase () 
Handles the closing of the shared state repository and the network connection. 
Sends distributed messages to inform other network clients. If the host that acts as repository server quits the 
"server_shutdown" message will be sent to all clients. If a client quits the message "client_disconnect" is 
sent. This function is only called when the whole application is about to quit.  

int CreatePlugins (char * filename) 
Parses the configuration file (XML). 
Loads, creates and initializes plug-ins as they are described by the configuration file.  
Parameters:  

filename  The path to the configuration file that should be parsed.  
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Returns:  
1 after a sucessful parsing of the file. 0 if parsing failed.  

SR* CreateRepository (char * ip, int port) 
Startup function for the Streep repository. 
Searches the LAN for a server. If no server is found a new server will be created. If a server is found a new 
client connected to the server is created.  
Parameters:  

port  The port where the server is or should be located at.  
Returns:  

A pointer to the created Streep repository.  

void DeletePlugins (void) 
Deletes the created plug-ins and unloads the plugin DLLs. 
Calls the Close() method in each plug-in to ensure that objects are deallocated in a clean way.  
See also:  

vpiClass::Close  

void FreeSharedData (void * p) 
Frees a shared data instance and removes it from the subscriptionlist in the VPIs that subscribe to that post. 
 
Parameters:  

p  Pointer to the shared variable that should be freed.  

char* getattr (const char ** atts, char * att) [static] 
Searches the atts array for the string att. 
 
Parameters:  

atts  A pointer to the array of strings that should be searched.  
att  The string searched for. 

Returns:  
If the searched string att is found at position i the function returns a pointer  to the string at position i+1. 
If the searched string is not found the function returns NULL.  

int GetClientCount (vpiClass * vpi) 
This function returns the total number clients that has connected to the LAN on the same port as us. 
 
Parameters:  

vpi  A pointer to the VPI instance calling this function. 
Returns:  

The number of clients connected.  

int GetVpiCount (vpiClass * vpi) 
This function returns the total number of plug-in instances that has been created by the VASE main module. 
 
Parameters:  

vpi  A pointer to the VPI instance calling this function. 
Returns:  

The number of plug-in instances created.  
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vpiInfo* GetVpiInfo (vpiClass * vpi, int id) 
This function returns information about the requested plug-in. 
The plug-in is identified by the position it has in the plug-in list stored in the VASE main module. 
Parameters:  

vpi  A pointer to the VPI instance calling this function.  
id  An integer identifying the plug-in. 

Returns:  
A pointer to a vpiInfo struct containing the requested information.  

vpiClass* LoadPlugin (char * name, HINSTANCE * lib) 
Loads a plug-in DLL and calls the LoadComponent function in that DLL. 
 
Parameters:  

name  The name of the DLL that should be loaded.  
lib  A pointer to the location where the handle to the DLL will be stored.  

See also:  
LoadComponent()  

Returns:  
A pointer to the created VPI instance.  

void LoadVRTAPI () 
This function will try to load the vrt32.dll and get the VRT API. 
 
See also:  

UnloadVRTAPI  

int picktest (int x, int y, float * ray) 
Checks for interaction between a ray in 3D and the VRT scenegraph of each VPI. 
 
Parameters:  

x  Mouse x-coordinate.  
y  Mouse y-coordinate.  
ray  Pointer to a float[6]. The location where the calculated ray is stored.  

Returns:  
An integer representing the ID of the closest VPI instance intersected by the ray. Scales the calculated 
intersection ray so that the length is equal to the shortest distance to the VPI hit.  

See also:  
VRT_CalcPointingRay , VRT_IntersectRayNodes  

void reportxmlerror (char * mess) 
Opens up a message box with an error message if an error occurs when parsing the configuration file. 
 
Parameters:  

mess  The error message to be posted.  

void Restart (vpiClass * vpi, char * cmd) 
This function will restart VASE. 
All of the created plug-ins will be unloaded and a network message will be sent to the other clients telling 
them that this client has disconnected. A new configuration file will be parsed and new plug-in instances 
will be created just like the first time VASE was executed. 
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Parameters:  
vpi  A pointer to the VPI instance calling this function.  
cmd  The new argument for VASE.  

void SendDistributedMessage (vpiClass * vpi, char * group, char * message, int flags) 
This function sends messages over the network to other clients using the shared Streep repository block 
pointed to by networkmessage. 
The message that shall be sent is written into the memory area pointed to by networkmessage and Streep is 
notified that this block needs to be updated in the other clients. The message will be received by the other 
clients when Streep sends the updated information to them. 
If the message is the "hello_world" message the network ID and current configuration file name of the 
sender will be concatenated to the message. 
Parameters:  

vpi  A pointer to the VPI instance calling this function.  
group  The VPI instance name of the receiving plug-in.  
message  The message string that is sent.  
flags  The protocol Streep should use when sending the message. Can be either SR_UDP or SR_TCP.  

void SendMessage (vpiClass * vpi, char * receiver, char * message, void * data) 
Sending local messages. 
Described in more detail in vpiClass.cpp.  

VRT_HookPtr SimulationLoop (MSG msg) [static] 
The main loop registered as callback function for VRT. 
This function is called after every rendered frame by VRT. Which VPI that currently has focus is 
determined here and on focus change the LostFocus method in the VPI instance that currently had focus is 
called and the Focus method is called in the VPI instance that just got focus. Only one VPI can have focus at 
a given point in time. User interaction events are passed to this function in the provided MSG struct. The 
event is parsed and a VASE interaction message is distributed to every VPI instance. The interaction 
message sent is dependant on whether the VPI has focus or not. If no event or an event that isn't handled is 
given to this function the VASE interaction message VI_SIMULATIONSTEP is distributed to the VPIs. 
Parameters:  

msg  A MSG struct containing information about any events.  
See also:  

vpiClass::Focus , vpiClass::LostFocus  , vpiClass::Interaction  

void StreepDeletionHandler (SR * sr, void * p) 
Callback function registered in Streep that handles the deletion of shared blocks. 
Called when a block is removed from the repository.  
Parameters:  

sr  A pointer to the global local streep repository.  
p  A pointer to the shared variable that has been deleted. 

See also:  
StreepMessageHandler, AllocateSharedData, FreeSharedData  

void StreepMessageHandler (SR * sr, void * p) 
Update function used by streep. 
Called when a block in the repository has changed. It can either be a network message or a shared variable 
state change.  
Parameters:  

sr  A pointer to the global local streep repository.  
p  A pointer to the shared variable that has been updated. 
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See also:  
StreepDeletionHandler, AllocateSharedData  

void UnloadVRTAPI () 
Unloads the vrt32.dll and deletes the vrt interface retrieved in LoadVRTAPI(). 
Sets the global vrt pointer to NULL ('vrt' will automatically be deleted when the DLL process ends.) 
 
See also:  

LoadVRTAPI  

int VRT_CalcPointingRay (int x, int y, float * raypos, float * raydir) 
Calculates a ray in 3D. 
Works just like vRT_CalcPickingRay except that we scale the direction vector to have the length of the 
distance to the closest polygon hit.  
Parameters:  

x  Mouse x-coordinate.  
y  Mouse y-coordinate.  
raypos  Pointer to a float[3]. The location where the starting position of the calculated ray is stored.  
raydir  Pointer to a float[3]. The location where the direction of the calculated ray is stored.  

Returns:  
1 If they calculated ray intersects with a VRT node. 0 if no intersection occurs.  

See also:  
vRT_CalcPickingRay  

 

 

Variable Documentation 

int connection_port = 1500 
The port all network data should be sent on. 
Initially set to 1500. 
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 vpiClass.h File Reference 

Defined constants 
 
#define M_PI 3.1415926535897932384626433832795 
#define DEG2RAD(x) (((x)*M_PI)/180) 
 
// Actions that can be sent to plug-ins 
#define VI_KEYDOWN                    1 
#define VI_KEYUP                       2 
#define VI_SYSKEYDOWN                3 
#define VI_SYSKEYUP                    4 
#define VI_CHAR                        5 
#define VI_LBUTTONDOWN                6 
#define VI_LBUTTONUP                  7 
#define VI_MBUTTONDOWN                11 
#define VI_MBUTTONUP                  12 
#define VI_RBUTTONDOWN                13 
#define VI_RBUTTONUP                  14 
#define VI_LANDMBUTTONDOWN           15 
#define VI_LANDRBUTTONDOWN            21 
#define VI_MOUSEMOVE                  22 
#define VI_POINTINGRAYON              23 
#define VI_POINTINGRAYOFF             24 
#define VI_SIMULATIONSTEP             25 
 
#define VI_INACTIVE_KEYDOWN           40 
#define VI_INACTIVE_KEYUP             41 
#define VI_INACTIVE_SYSKEYDOWN     42 
#define VI_INACTIVE_SYSKEYUP          43 
#define VI_INACTIVE_CHAR              44 
#define VI_INACTIVE_LBUTTONDOWN  45 
#define VI_INACTIVE_LBUTTONUP         46 
#define VI_INACTIVE_MBUTTONDOWN 47 
#define VI_INACTIVE_MBUTTONUP         50 
#define VI_INACTIVE_MOUSEMOVE        51 
#define VI_INACTIVE_RBUTTONDOWN      52 
#define VI_INACTIVE_RBUTTONUP         53 
#define VI_INACTIVE_LANDMBUTTONDOWN  54 
#define VI_INACTIVE_LANDRBUTTONDOWN  55 
 
/* Defines for VASE messages */ 
#define VM_OFF                  0 
#define VM_ON                   1 
 
/* Defines used with streep */ 
#define MAXCLIENTS             64 
#define MAXMESSAGESIZE         8192 
#define SR_TCP                  0 
#define SR_UDP                  1 
 
#define CAMERA_FIELD_OF_VIEW   65 
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9 Appendix B - XML elements used in the VASE 
plug-ins 

 

9.1 vpiAvatar 
Defined: 
 <collisionenv>, <freefly>,  <rotate>, <scale>, <size>, <start> 
 
Description: 
9.1.1 <collisionenv> 

  Arguments: 
• string 

The VPI instance name of the ‘vpiEnvironment’ that we want to check for collision. If this 
tag is left out a loaded plug-in of the type ‘vpiEnvironment’ will be searched for and the 
first one found will be used when performing collision detection. 

Example: 
<collisionenv>my_environment</collisionenv> 
 

9.1.2 <freefly> 
  Arguments: 

• int 
This tag enables us to put the avatar in free flying mode. In this mode no collision 
detection will be performed and the gravity will be turned of. 0 indicates normal mode and 
1 indicates free flying mode. Default is 0. 

Example: 
<freefly>1</freefly> 
 
 

9.1.3  <rotate> 
Arguments: 
• float float float 

Three space separated floats. They correspond respectively to the rotation of the 
avatar model around the x-, y- and z-axis. The rotation is given in degrees. 

Example:  
<rotate>45 0 90</rotate> 

 
9.1.4 <scale> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
Three space separated floats. They correspond respectively to the scaling of the 
avatar model in the x-, y- and z-direction. 

Example: 
<scale>1.0 1.0 0.5</scale> 

 
9.1.5 <size> 
  Arguments: 

• float 
Scales the avatar model. 

Example: 
<scale>0.7</scale> 

 
9.1.6 <start> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
Sets the starting position of the avatar. 

Example: 
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<start>1.0 0.0 2.0</start> 
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9.2 vpiController 
Defined: 

<button>, <rotate>, <scale>, <size>, <texture>, <translate>, <type> 
 

Description: 
9.2.1 <button> 
  Arguments:  

• receiver:message:data 
Receiver is the name of the VPI instance that the message should be sent to. It is also 
possible to send additional data to the receiver. 

Example: 
   <button>avatar:resize:2</button> 
   <button>slideviewer:next</button> 
 

• receiver:message1:data1:message2:data2 
It is also possible to bind two different message:data tuples to a button. The first 
tuple will be the message sent when the button is pressed and the second message 
tuple will be sent when the button is released. Note that the receiver must be the 
same for both messages. A button has always one and only one receiver. 

Example: 
   <button>avatar:resize:2:resize:1</button> 
 
9.2.2 <rotate> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
Three space separated floats. They correspond respectively to the rotation of the 
vpiController model around the x-, y- and z-axis. The rotation is given in degrees. 

Example: 
   <rotate>45 0 90</rotate> 
 
9.2.3 <scale> 
  Arguments: 

• float 
Scales the vpiController model. 

Example: 
   <scale>0.7</scale> 
 
9.2.4 <size> 
  Arguments: 

• float 
Sets the size of a button. 
Example: 
 <button> 

       <size>0.5</size> 
   </button> 
 
9.2.5 <texture> 
  Arguments: 

• *.bmp 
Sets the texture on a button. 

Example: 
 <button> 

      <texture>mypicture.bmp</texture> 
</button> 

 
9.2.6 <translate> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
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Three space separated floats. They correspond respectively to the translation of the 
vpiController model in the x-, y- and z-direction. 

Example: 
<translate>1.5 1.0 0.0</translate> 

 
<type> 

Defines the type of a button. 
  Arguments: 

• pushbutton 
Example: 
 <button> 

       <type>pushbutton</type> 
   </button> 
    

• checkbox 
Example: 
 <button> 

       <type>checkbox</type> 
   </button> 
 

• radiobutton 
Example: 
 <button> 

       <type>radiobutton</type> 
   </button> 
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9.3 vpiEnvironment 
Defined: 

<object>, <flags>, <rotate>, <scale>, <translate> 
 

Description: 
9.3.1  <object> 
  Arguments: 

• *.obj 
Loads an object from an *.obj file.  

Example: 
   <object>myobject.obj</object> 
 
9.3.2 <flags> 

There are a number of different flags that can be associated to each object. The flags 
changes the appearance and/or properties of corresponding object. One ore more flags 
can be given as arguments at the same time. 

  Arguments: 
• flip 

Makes a call to VRT_GeometryFlipNormals(…). 
• reverse 

Makes a call to VRT_GeometryReverseFaces(…). 
• normalize 

Makes a call to VRT_GeometryNormalize(…). 
Example: 
<object> 

      <flags>normalize</flags> 
  </object> 
   

<object> 
    <flags>flip reverse normalize</flags> 
</object> 

 
9.3.3 <rotate> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
Rotates an object. The three space separated floats correspond respectively to the 
rotation of the object around the x-, y- and z-axis. The rotation is given in degrees. 

Example: 
 <object> 

    <rotate>0 45 0</rotate> 
</object> 

 
9.3.4 <scale> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
Scales an object. The three space separated floats correspond respectively to the 
scaling of the object in x-, y- and z-direction. 

Example: 
<object> 
    <scale>0.5 1.0 0.5</scale> 
</object> 

 
9.3.5 <translate> 
 Arguments: 

• float float float 
Translates an object.. The three space separated floats correspond respectively to the translation of 
the object in x-, y- and z-direction. 
Example: 
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 <object> 

    <translate>1.0 0.0 2.0</translate> 
</object> 
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9.4 vpiImage 
Defined: 

<alpha>,< height>, <image>, <rotate>, <translate>, <width> 
 

Description: 
9.4.1 <alpha> 
  Arguments: 

• float 
Sets the alpha value of the images shown. 1.0 is fully opaque and 0.0 is completely 
transparent. 

Example: 
   <alpha>0.8</alpha> 
 
9.4.2 <height> 
  Arguments: 

• float 
Sets the hight of the image viewer. 

Example: 
   <height>1.0</height> 
 
9.4.3 <image> 
  Arguments: 

• *.bmp 
Adds an image to the slideshow. Currently only bitmaps are supported. 
Example: 

   <image>slide1.bmp</image> 
9.4.4 <rotate> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
Three space separated floats. They correspond respectively to the rotation of the 
vpiImage model around the x-, y- and z-axis. 

 Example: 
   <rotate>45 0 90</rotate> 
9.4.5 <translate> 
  Arguments: 

• float float float 
Three space separated floats. They correspond respectively to the translation of the 
vpiImage model in the x-, y- and z-direction. 

Example: 
   <translate>0.0 2.0 0.0</translate> 
9.4.6 <width> 
  Arguments: 

• float 
Sets the width of the image viewer. 

Example: 
   <width>1.0</width> 
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10 Appendix C – A VASE plug-in creation tutorial 
10.1 Introduction 
The VASE framework provides a modular approach for implementing a distributed virtual reality 
environment. The virtual environment is built up by a number of plug-ins that are loaded at runtime. 
The concept is to allow programmers to develop their own plug-ins and when following the framework 
model the plug-in should be able to communicate and interact with the user and other plug-ins in a 
simple and intuitive way. The virtual environment is configured from a simple script file written in 
XML. This file defines what plug-in DLLs that are loaded and the initial state of each plug-in instance. 
The virtual environment that a configuration file generates when parsed by the VASE framework is 
called a world. It is possible for a plug-in to invoke a world change at runtime by e.g. pressing a 
button, and thus enabling us to jump back and forth between different worlds. 
 
A VASE plug-in is a dynamic linked library written in C++ that must be compiled with the same 
complier as the VASE framework main module (vase.exe). This is due to the fact that the VASE plug-
ins implements a class structure and that C++ classes and DLLs don’t get along that well. C++ 
compilers uses name mangling, i.e. the renaming of function names, to enable function overloading 
and C++ classes and since there’s no standard way of doing this, each compiler has its own name 
mangling scheme. For the VASE framework to be able to call methods in the VPI classes they 
therefore need to be built with the same compiler. The precompiled executable (vase.exe) is developed 
in Microsoft’s Visual C++ environment and plug-ins that are built for this executable must therefore be 
developed in the same environment. The following tutorial is using this compiler for the development 
of the example plug-in. If another compiler wants to be used, every existing plug-in and the VASE 
framework main module must be recompiled in order for them to work together. 
 

10.1.1 Short about DLLs 
DLLs play a vital role in Windows programming. Almost every commercial product come with their 
own DLLs. You may also have seen programs crashing down saying, “A required .DLL file, xyz.dll, 
was not found.” In order to understand what DLLs are you need to understand the concept of Linking 
and Library. 
 
A library is a file which contains a number of functions arranged in such a way that the linker can 
resolve the address to them. If you add a library file to your project you can use all of the functions 
declared in this file as if they were ordinary functions, since the linker will resolve all of your 
references to these functions. Linking is generally the last process in compilation. The linking can be 
of two types, static or dynamic. 
  
In static linking all the function calls are resolved at link time and the function code is copied into the 
executable. Any call to a library function will be resolved with the code copied into the executable and 
not the function code in the library. 
 
In dynamic linking references to function calls are not resolved until runtime. The compiler does not 
know the exact address of the functions at link time, so the function names that need to be linked 
dynamically is put into a special table called function import table. When the application runs the 
function addresses are resolved. Function calls are replaced with the exact address of the functions in 
memory. In dynamic linking function code is not copied into the executable, so the size of the 
executables are reduced dramatically. 
 
When the application loads a DLL it is placed into memory together with the functions declared in the 
DLL. A DLL will only reside in system memory ones. If several processes load the same DLL it is 
only the first process that actually will place the DLL into memory. The other processes loading the 
DLL will only get a handle to the previously loaded instance. For each process that has attained a 
handle to a DLL a counter will be incremented. When a process unloads the DLL it will not be 
removed from memory, but the counter will be decremented. The DLL will only be removed from 
system memory when the last process having a handle to it unloads it. As long as there exists a process 
with a handle to the DLL it will stay in memory. This leads to an efficient use of system resources. 
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10.2 Step by step instruction for developing a VASE plug-in 
using Microsoft’s Visual C++ 

 
Step 1 – Get all the necessary files 
In order to make a VASE plug-in a number of header files and source code files are needed. The latest 
copy of these can be retrieved form the World Wide Web page: http://www.hci.uu.se/projects/vase/ 
Extract the files to a directory of your choice. 
 
Step 2 – Creating a workspace and a new DLL project 
 

 
 
The first thing we need to do is to create a new workspace and DLL project in the directory where we 
extracted the VASE files. Open Microsoft’s Visual C++ and choose from the ‘file’ meny ‘new…’. A 
new window will appear where you should specify that you want to create a new workspace, by 
clicking on the ‘Workspaces’ tab, and specify the name you want it to have. Click OK to finish. 
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In order to create a new project in the workspace go once more to the ‘file’ meny and choose ‘new…’ 
or right click on the workspace name and choose ‘Add New Project to Workspace’. 
 

 
 
In the new window that appear click on the ‘Projects’ tab and a number of choices for different 
projects will be presented to you. Choose to create a ‘Win32 Dynamic-Link Library’ project and 
specify the name you want your plug-in to have and the location on the hard drive where you want it to 
be created. Click OK and a new window will appear. 
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You will now get three choices for the kind of DLL you would like to create. Choose to create an 
empty DLL project and click ‘Finish’. 
 

 
 
A new window appears that with information about what the wizard has created for you. Click OK to 
finish. 
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In order for your plug-in to work you need to include the source file of the bas class, vpiClass.cpp. The 
content of this file is needed so that the your plug-in DLL can find the bodies of the base class 
methods. To do this you right click on the project name and choose ‘Add Files to Project’. Browse to 
the location where the file is and click OK. 
 

 
 
When you are done the file vpiClass.cpp should appear under the source folder in the browser window 
to the left. 
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Now all that is done is to create your own files for the plug-in. The easiest way to this is to copy the 
contents from vpiSkeleton.h and vpiSkeleton.cpp into your own files and build your plug-in from that 
code skeleton. You need to change all the occurrences of ‘vpiSkeleton‘ with the name of your plug-in. 
You should now have two source files and one header file in your project as shown in the figure above. 
You also need a VASE configuration file that you can provide to the executable that loads your plug-
in. This can be added to the project in the same way as the other files and preferably put into a new 
directory. 
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In order for your plug-in to work you need to change some settings for your project. To do this you go 
into the ‘Project’ menu and choose ‘Settings’ or press Alt+F7. Make sure that you can find all of the 
needed header files. If needed additional include directories can be specified under the ‘C/C++’ tab in 
the category ‘Preprocessor’. In order to be able to execute your program from the compiler you need to 
specify the path to the executable (vase.exe) and a program argument. The program argument is the 
path to your configuration file, either the complete path or relative to the location of the executable. 
Make sure that your plug-in DLL is located in the same directory as the executable and the other plug-
in DLLs. 
 
Step 3 – Start developing your plug-in 
If you get your code skeleton to compile and generate a DLL in the correct directory you are free to do 
whatever you like with your new plug-in. When using the VRT API, please use the global VRT pointer 
‘vrt’. Since there are a couple of static functions declared in vpiClass.h that uses VRT functions this 
pointer must be called ‘vrt’. If the old notation (e.g. VRT_NodeNew(…)) is preferred the header 
‘vrtoldstyle.h’ can be included. This file contains defines for each VRT function and will convert all 
the occurrences of the old notation in your code to the new notation just before it is compiled.  
 
The functionality of your VPI is implemented in the VPI class method. The two most important 
methods that need to be implemented are the Init() method and the Interaction() method. To add other 
functionality to your plug-in, as inter plug-in communication, other methods can be implemented. Take 
a look at vpiClass.h and vpiClass.cpp to see what methods exists for the VPIs. 
 
The Init() method 
The Init() method is called when the plug-in is initialised by the VMM. Parameters from the 
configuration file are provided in the params array (see example below). The function getparam() in 
the base class can be used to simplify the parsing of this array. When VRT nodes are created you 
should use the provided VPI root node parent. Nodes belonging to this hierarchy will be checked for 
interaction when the VMM performs ray – node interaction tests. If you want to create a node that by 
some reason shouldn’t be part of the interaction test this can be avoided by creating the node directly 
under the VRT root node. A pointer to the VRT root node can be retrieved by calling the VRT function 
vrt->RootNode(). Make sure that VRT nodes, VRT geometries and other allocated memory are freed 
by your plug-in. This can be done in either the destructor or in the Close() method of the VPI, but not 
in both. 
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The getparam() function 
This functions searches the string array provided for a parameter string. If the string is found at 
position i the function will return the data at position i+1. If no matching parameter string is found the 
provided default value will be returned. 
 
The Close() method 
The VASE main module will call the Close() method when a local plug-in is deallocated or when a 
network client in the same world has disconnected. The networked of the VASE client that has 
unloaded the VPI will be provided in the parameter netid. In order for the VPIs to make clean 
deallocations of VRT nodes, VRT geometries and other allocated memory associated with network 
clients it must be done in this method. When the local plug-in is unloaded by the VMM this method 
will be called with the parameter networkid. This can be used as the destructor for your VPI, but you 
should preferably use the ordinary destructor for this. 
 
The DebugOut() function 
This function prints a message to the VRT consol if the application is compiled in debug mode. 
Behaves just as the C function sprintf(). 
  
The Interaction() method 
The interaction() method handles the user interaction in your plug-in. A number of interaction events, 
called actions, are declared in the header file vpiClass.h. There are two actions for each possible 
Windows event associated with user interaction (e.g. mouse movements, button clicks, keyboard 
events). The action sent is dependent on whether your plug-in has focus or not. If the VPI has focus a 
“VI_*” action will be sent and if the VPI hasn’t got focus the “VI_INACTIVE_*” will be sent. The 
interaction() method is called after each rendered frame. If no interaction event has occurred during the 
rendering time there will still be an action sent to the plug-ins. It is the VI_SIMULATIONSTEP 
action.  
 
The SendMessage() method 
Local messages can be sent by a call to this method. The receiver name can either be "vase" or a VPI 
instance name. The message sent is a character string and the message can be associated with some 
user-defined data, a void pointer (void*). 
 
The ProcessMessage() method 
This method receives the local messages sent by the SendMessage() method in another plug-in. 
 
The SendDistributedMessage() method 
Distributed network messages can be sent by a call to this method. The message is a character string 
and it can be sent by using either TCP or UDP. The receivers are identified by the VPI instance name. 
If the message is sent to myname it will be received by the same VPI instance as the sender on the 
other network clients.  
 
The ProcessDistributedMessage() method 
When a distributed message is sent over the network to a VPI this method will receive it. Network 
initialisation messages are handled in this method in the implementation of VPI base class. Therefore it 
is important for the plug-in programmer to first call vpiClass::ProcessDistributedMessage in order to 
make the plug-in function over the network. 
 
Step 4 – Edit the VASE configuration file 
The VPIs are loaded at runtime by the main module. Which plug-in DLL that are loaded, the VPI 
instances that should be created and the initial state of each VPI instance is described in a 
configuration file written in XML. When looking at the file it is very easy to understand what it does 
because of the self-describing property of XML. There’s really no need to have any previous 
experience about XML in order to be able to configure your own plug-in. Look at a couple examples 
provided with the other files and you’ll understand how it works. 
 
The file is parsed by the main module (vase.exe) and an array with the initial state of each plug-in 
(char **params) is passed to the Init() method in respective plug-in. This is an array of strings and the 
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data is grouped together two and two consisting of the XML element name or attribute name followed 
by the data string. Here comes an example on how this works when parsing the following XML row. 
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<element>Data string</element>

 

his would generate the params array: 

”\0” “Data string” ”element1” 

n alternative way to do this is to relate the data to an XML attribute instead. If the following XML 
ow is parsed after the example row above  

 
<element data=”Another data string”></element>  

 
he params array would look like this. 

”data2” ”element2”“Data string” ”\0” “Another data string” 

ote that each element name and attribute name will get an integer tag attached after the name. This is 
o add some relationship data to the elements in the parameter array. Notice that in the second example 
he element tag will not be associated with any data string. The data is instead associated with the 
ttribute ‘data’ in that element. 

tep 5 – Run vase.exe with your configuration file 
ow you’ve developed your VASE plug-in and edited the configuration file so that the VASE main 
odule will load and run your plug-in when this file is provided as a command line argument. Start 

ase.exe with the following command: 
 
 
 
 

Command line syntax: 
vase.exe filename.vas 

ou can also override parts of the configuration file by providing an overriding argument to the 
ommand line. An overriding argument is a three dimensional tuple consisting of name, element and 
ata. The first post is the instance name of the VPI that contains the entry that should be changed. The 
econd post is the XML element name that should be searched for and overridden. The last post of the 
uple is the new data value associated with that tag. Example: "client size 2.0" will search for a plug-in 
nstance called "client" and the element "size" and override whatever value that was declared in the 
onfiguration file with the new value "2.0". 

 
 

Command line syntax: 
vase.exe filename.vas –<VPI instance> <XML element> <data>  
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ote that in the current version of the VASE framework the configuration files must be placed in a 
ubdirectory in the folder were the executable (vase.exe) is placed. This is because there’s no way of 
nowing were vase.exe is placed on the local computer, since VASE isn’t installed in a correct way 
nd therefore there are no information about this in the windows registry. It is important that the 
orking directory is the same directory as were the executable is, but if we run vase by double click on 

 ’.vas’ file the working directory will be were the configuration file is and all the paths to object files 
nd textures will not be found. A solution for this will be added when a proper installer for VASE has 
een developed. 




